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Proteins are crucial players in the functional processes that allow for
cellular life. Changes in the sequences of proteins have consequences for how
these proteins function. Therefore, the study of how proteins change over time
has been a central question in the field of evolutionary biology. As our understanding of how proteins function and change increases, we are not only able
to test our hypotheses but we are also able to design and model new proteins,
which is the ultimate test of our knowledge of how proteins function. Using the
information from our protein modeling attempts, we can learn more about how
natural proteins function and change over time. In this dissertation, I used
protein modeling techniques to understand protein evolution. In Chapter 2, I
assessed how closely designed proteins recapitulate observed patterns in natural proteins. I have found that designing proteins with a flexible-backbone
protocol results in site variability that more closely mimics what is seen in
natural proteins. In addition, I have also found that, in designed proteins,
hydrophobic residues are often underrepresented in the core of the protein.
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These results suggest that our scoring functions and/or backbone sampling
methods could be further improved. In Chapter 3, I used protein design to
predict site-wise evolutionary rates in proteins. I found that protein design is a
poor predictor of evolutionary rate, explaining only approximately ∼ 7% of the
variation in rate across sites in enzymes. In Chapter 4, I used protein design
and homology modeling to predict tolerance to deletions in enhanced green
fluorescent protein. I also compared these predictions to predictions made
using other structural properties including solvent accessibility, local packing
density and secondary structure. I found that when combining computational
scores from modeled structures along with other structural properties (i.e.,
local packing density, solvent accessibility and secondary structure) as predictors, I was largely able predict whether or not a given deletion would result in
a functional protein product. Finally, in Chapter 5, I developed a computational pipeline to assess binding affinity in protein-protein interactions. I used
this pipeline to recapitulate patterns of Machupo virus entry across various
species. Taken together, the work presented in this dissertation has given us
insight into which structural constraints affect protein evolution.
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Description of Structural Properties. (A) Visualization of Solvent Accessibility. (B) Visualization of Local Packing Density.
Each colored red particle represents a residue in the protein.
In A, the lower red particle represents a surface residue. The
red and white molecules indicate solvent molecules (e.g., water) that are contacting the red amino acid. This residue has a
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with any solvent molecules and thus has low solvent accessibility. Relative solvent accessibility is obtained by normalizing
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arrows pointing towards each residue indicate contacts between
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red residue represents a residue that has many neighbors (represented by the arrows) and thus has a high weighted contact
number. The lower red residue is a surface amino acid with few
neighbors and thus has a lower weighted contact number. . . .
Mean site entropy for designed and natural proteins. Each boxplot represents the distribution of mean site entropies within
the respective dataset (A: yeast proteins; B: protein domains).
“FB” refers to fixed-backbone design. Temperature values refer to the design temperature used during the Backrub design
method. “NS” refers to natural sequences. “Soft” refers to the
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Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to
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Mean Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for designed and natural proteins, shown for the protein-domain data set. A higher
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2.9 Mean Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for designed and natural proteins, shown for the yeast-proteins data set. A higher
KL divergence indicates that the amino-acid distributions at
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Comparison of structure–rate correlations with Mean RSA. (A)
Spearman correlations of WCN–ER vs. mean RSA. Proteins
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3.11 Comparison of structure–rate correlations with variance of entropy at sites. (A) Comparison of Spearman Correlation Coefficients of WCN–ER and variance of entropy for proteins. (Spearman’s correlation test: ρ = −0.321, P = 1.526×10−6 using only
the original protein data sets) (B) Correlations of RSA–ER and
variance of entropy for proteins (ρ = 0.236, P = 4.756×10−4 using only the original protein data sets). Enzymes are black, the
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Spearman correlations of WCN and ER vs. mean pairwise distance (Spearman?s correlation test: ρ = −0.117, P = 0.086 for
WCN–ER). (B) Correlations of RSA and ER vs. mean pairwise
distance. Enzymes are black, the viral proteins with the original alignments are in red, and the viral proteins with the newly
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4.1

Structural Representation of enhanced GFP (EGFP). Secondary
structure elements are colored. Beta sheets are colored in red,
alpha helices are colored in cyan and loops are in magenta.
The chromophore responsible for florescence is colored in green.
The structure of EGFP is formed by a beta-barrel composed of
eleven beta sheets. The chromophore that results in the green
fluorescent phenotype is in the middle of an alpha helix that is
housed in the middle of this beta-barrel. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Visualization of the computational modeling pipeline. The colors represent variation between structural models produced by
each protocol. After removing the chromophore, we used the relax protocol in Rosetta to optimize the structure. We chose the
lowest scoring model from the 100 created models as our modeling template. We used RosettaRemodel to model the EGFP
structure without the chromophore. Using the lowest scoring
model from the protocol as our template, we used Modeller to
model 25 mutants for each deletion mutant. We used the relax
protocol to create four optimized structures for each of the 25
homology models for each mutant. We took the mean of the
100 models and used this as a predictor of functional status for
each mutant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Distributions of Structural Properties for EGFP Mutants. (A)
Distribution of RSA. Residues with tolerated deletions are more
exposed than residues with non-tolerated deletions (t test: P =
1.030 × 10−3 ). (B) Distribution of WCN. On average, residues
with tolerated deletions have lower WCN than residues with
non-tolerated deletions. (t test: P = 2.998 × 10−7 ). (C) Distribution of mean score for EGFP Mutants. Residues that are
tolerant to deletion have lower scores (i.e., more negative) on
average than non-tolerant residues (t test: P = 2.084 × 10−6 ).
(D) Secondary structure of mutants. Non-tolerated deletions
are colored in blue and tolerated deletions are in red. The majority of the residues deleted in the loop regions and alpha helix regions are tolerated and result in a functioning fluorescent
phenotype. 78.3% and 66.7% of deleted residues are tolerated
in loop and helical regions, respectively. However, only a small
fraction of residues (21.6%) deleted in areas of the proteins that
make up a beta sheet are tolerated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparison of Data Along Principal Component 1 versus Principal Component 2. A) Plot of PC1 vs. PC2. Data points are
colored according to functional status. Functional mutants are
blue and non-functional mutants are in red. Mutants are largely
separated along PC1. B) Loadings of structural properties along
principal component axes PC1 and PC2. Most structural properties contribute to PC1 except for beta sheet with is mostly
loaded onto PC2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparisons of mean cross-validated AUC from SVM and Logistic Regression Models. For each model that has the exact
same predictors the cross-validated AUC value from the SVM
is plotted against the cross-validated AUC value from the logistic model. The dotted gray line represents the line y = x.
For all but one model, logistic regression models with the same
predictors have higher mean cross-validated AUC values. . . .
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5.2

5.3

5.4

Alignment of TfR1 receptors from various species along with the
tested chimeras. The sequence numbering corresponds to the
amino-acid position in the hTfR1 sequence. The five naturally
occurring receptors included in this study are: R. norvegicus,
M. musculus, C. callosus (the native host of Machupo virus),
H. sapiens, and the H. sapiens L212V variant. The rat–short
chimera is the rat TfR1 with a five residue swap from C. callosus
which is indicated in red. The rat–long chimera is the rat TfR1
with a ten residue swap which includes the five residues from
rat–long along with five additional amino acids (colored in blue).
The mouse–human chimera is the mouse TfR1 with a five amino
acid swap from the human TfR1. These amino acids are colored
in green. The human L212V is identical to the hTfR1 except
that there is a valine at position 212. This valine is colored in
magenta in the hTfR1 L212V sequence. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interaction between human transferrin receptor 1 (hTfR1) and
the Machupo Virus Glycoprotein 1 (MACV GP1). hTR1 is
colored blue and MACV GP1 is colored blue. This is a visualization of the interaction between the apical domain of human
TfR1 and MACV GP1. MACV uses its GP1 to bind to the
TfR1 on the surface of the host’s cell by interacting with the
apical domain of TfR1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Computational Pipeline Overview. For each MACV GP1-TfR1,
the target TfR1 sequence was aligned to the hTfR1 structure
before modeling. After modeling each protein complex in Modeller, the complexes were re-docked using RosettaDock. Convergence of the docking protocol was assessed by plotting a RMS
versus Interface Score plot and checking for a funnel. The mean
interface score for the top ten scoring models for each MACV
GP1-TfR1 complex was used as the proxy for binding affinity
in subsequent analyses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mean Interface Scores for modeled MACV GP1-TfR1 Complexes. Each boxplot represents the distribution of the top ten
scoring models for each TfR1 by interface score. Each boxplot
is colored according to known infectivity information. Green
coloring indicates efficient TfR1 receptors for entry. Yellow indicates receptors that are partially efficient. Red coloring indicates receptors that cannot be used as efficient receptors for
entry. Overall, inefficient receptors have less negative interface
scores indicating that binding is not as effective in those models. The human L212V model also has a much less negative
average interface score as compared to the human model. This
is consistent with experimental results suggesting that this SNP
provides some protection from MACV in vitro. . . . . . . . . .
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Interface between MACV GP1 and hTfR1. (A) Complex between MACV GP1-hTfR1 L212V. MACV GP1 is colored in
magenta and the hTfR1 is colored blue. The L212V mutant is
colored in green. (B) Superposition of a modeled JUNV GP1
onto the MACV GP1. JUNV GP1 is colored in cyan and MACV
GP1 is colored in magenta. The loop region unique to MACV
is colored pink. The JUNV GP1 is rotated relative to the position of the MACV GP1. (C) Alignment of the GP1 sequences
of Machupo, Junı́n, Sabia, Chapare, and Guanarito. Red asterisks highlight residues that contact hTfR1 in MACV. Interaction residues between hTfR1 and MACV GP1 were calculated
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Proteins are the workhorses of the body. Proteins have essential roles in
important biological processes such as catalysis and immune system function.
Changes, such as amino acid substitutions, within the sequence of a protein
can affect how the protein functions. The evolutionary rate of a protein describes the rate at which its sequence changes over time. Thus, understanding
the evolutionary rate of proteins is critical to our understanding of biological
processes and how they develop over time. There have been numerous studies
to elucidate the factors that impact the evolutionary rate of proteins. At the
whole protein level, protein expression has been shown to be the strongest predictor of evolutionary rate [22]. Proteins that are highly expressed are more
conserved and thus evolve more slowly. Other factors that have impacted protein evolution include interactions with other proteins [33,71,110] and selection
against translational errors [23].
However, within a given protein, sites may have widely different rates
of evolution. For example, active sites in enzymes are more conserved due
to functional importance. In addition, sites within viral proteins that are
responsible for viral entry might show signatures of rapid evolution due the
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viral-host arms race that many of these sites participate in [92]. In summary,
within a given protein there may be sites that are highly conserved and sites
that show signatures of rapid evolution.
Many of the factors that have been found to constrain the rates at
which protein sites evolve are biophysical in nature [56, 90, 109]. Among these
biophysical constraints, structural constraints in particular have emerged as
key constraints of evolutionary rate at sites. Two of the most important
structural constraints on protein evolution constraints are solvent accessibility and local packing density.

A residue’s solvent accessibility is com-

monly measured by its relative solvent accessibility (RSA) (Figure 1.1A).
RSA measures how much solvent (ex. water) a given residue is exposed to.
Residues that have high solvent accessibility (i.e., have high exposure to solvent) are less conserved, exhibit more sequence variability and evolve more
quickly [12, 31, 32, 38, 65, 69, 82, 85]. Local packing density (LPD) measures
how densely packed a residue is among its neighbors. A residue’s LPD is often
measured by its weighed contact number (WCN) (Figure 1.1B). Residues that
are densely packed are more conserved, and evolve more slowly as compared
to sites with fewer contacts [42, 55, 88, 111].
At the same time that this research on the evolution of proteins has
expanded, there have also been several advances in our ability to model and
design proteins. The area of protein design focuses on finding low energy sequences that are compatible with a given structure. There have been several
methods that been developed to design proteins. These methods include both
2

deterministic methods such as dead-end elimination [21,36,37,40] and stochastic methods [51, 53]. The applications of these methods have expanded as we
have developed the capability to dock proteins and hence study protein-protein
interactions [14, 16, 39, 74].
Although the fields of protein design and protein evolution were originally separate, recently, the field of protein design has lead to several important
discoveries in the field of protein evolution. Likewise, the study of natural proteins has helped discover some possible improvements that can be made to our
algorithms to improve design. As both fields (protein design and protein evolution) learn more, there will be numerous new discoveries at the intersection
of these two fields. This thesis is comprised of various studies at the intersection of protein design and protein evolution. These studies represent part of a
developing bridge between these two fields by using the techniques developed
in the area of protein design to better understand the evolution of natural
proteins.
The second and third chapters of this thesis use methods of protein
design to predict substitutions at sites in natural proteins. In the second
chapter, I compared designed proteins to natural proteins to understand how
designed proteins mimic natural proteins and how they differ. I found that
designed proteins do not accurately recapitulate the relationship between site
variability and solvent exposure in proteins. Additionally, I found that, on average, hydrophobic amino-acids are underrepresented in the core of designed
proteins. In the third chapter, I used protein design as a structural predic3

tor of evolutionary rate in proteins. Because protein design seeks to find low
energy sequences for a given structure, to some extent, the sequences found
using protein design can be representative of structural constraints on a protein’s sequence. I compared the ability of protein design to predict site-wise
evolutionary rate with the ability of two other prominent predictors, WCN
and RSA. I found that both RSA and WCN are much stronger predictors of
evolutionary rate at sites. In fact, protein design on its own was found to be
a poor predictor of evolutionary rate at sites explaining at most only approximately ∼ 7% of the variance in site-wise evolutionary rates across a protein.
In addition, I found that divergence within alignments used to calculate evolutionary rates for a protein had an impact on the strength of structure–rate
correlations.
In the fourth chapter, I used protein design and homology modeling
techniques to predict the effect of deletions on protein function. Using enhanced green florescent protein (EGFP) as a model protein, I used protein design and homology modeling to explicitly model amino-acid deletions in EGFP.
I then used machine learning techniques to use the computational scores from
my modeling techniques to predict the functional status of a deletion. I found
that protein modeling can be used to predict whether or not a given deletion
will still result in a functional protein product. However, protein modeling was
not more predictive of function when compared to WCN, a simpler structural
property. Even so, when combining protein modeling in a predictive model and
other structural predictors (ex. WCN, RSA, secondary structure), I observed
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an increase in predictive power. Therefore I found that protein modeling can
be important for building more accurate, predictive models of deletions.
In the fifth and final chapter, I used homology modeling and proteinprotein docking to predict how mutations affect binding in protein-protein interactions. I developed a computational pipeline using both protein homology
modeling and protein-protein docking tools to predict the effect of amino-acid
substitutions on binding affinity. Using this pipeline, I managed to recapitulate the host-virus binding, and hence entry, patterns observed in Machupo
virus, a New World Arenavirus.
These projects represent only a section of the work done in the broad
area of research at the intersection of protein design and evolution. Improvements in our abilities to design and model proteins will allow us to use designed
proteins to perform accurate computational studies of proteins. Likewise, a
better understanding of the properties of natural proteins and how their sequences are shaped over time by structure will provide insightful information
that will be critical for the development of more accurate energy functions and
more complete methods for searching sequence space. These developments will
help improve our ability to model proteins and protein-protein interactions.
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1.1

Figures

Figure 1.1: Description of Structural Properties. (A) Visualization of Solvent Accessibility. (B) Visualization of Local Packing Density. Each colored
red particle represents a residue in the protein. In A, the lower red particle
represents a surface residue. The red and white molecules indicate solvent
molecules (e.g., water) that are contacting the red amino acid. This residue
has a larger solvent accessibility because there is a larger proportion of the
residue surface exposed to solvent. The upper red particle represents a core
residue. This residue is not in contact with any solvent molecules and thus
has low solvent accessibility. Relative solvent accessibility is obtained by normalizing the solvent accessibility of a given residue by the maximum amount
of solvent accessibility for that amino acid. In B, the arrows pointing towards
each residue indicate contacts between the red focal residue and its neighboring residues. The upper red residue represents a residue that has many
neighbors (represented by the arrows) and thus has a high weighted contact
number. The lower red residue is a surface amino acid with few neighbors and
thus has a lower weighted contact number.
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Chapter 2
Amino-acid site variability among natural and
designed proteins

2.1

Introduction
This work has been previously published in the journal PeerJ.1
Computational protein design has made tremendous progress in recent

years. For example, computational design has been used successfully to engineer proteins that bind to an influenza virus [29], to create enzymes [83], and to
develop novel protein folds not seen in nature [51]. All these examples have in
common that many different computational predictions were generated, and
among the best were a few that worked experimentally. Thus, while computational design can produce specific sequences that fold correctly and are
functional, it is much less clear how similar designed proteins are on average
to natural proteins of a comparable fold.
There are several patterns of sequence variation that are consistently
seen in natural proteins. For example, amino acid frequencies follow charac1

E. L. Jackson, N. Ollikainen, A. W. Covert III, T. Kortemme and C. O. Wilke. Aminoacid site variability among natural and designed proteins. PeerJ, e:211, 2013. N. Ollikainen
and A. W. Covert III helped perform the experiments. N. Ollikainen helped design and
perform the experiments and write the paper. T. Kortemme and C. O. Wilke helped to
design the project and write the manuscript.
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teristic distributions, and these distributions differ for surfaces and cores of
proteins [7,66,69,76]. In particular, hydrophobic residues tend to be more frequent in the core and polar residues tend to be more frequent on the surface.
Further, sites in the core of a protein tend to be more conserved and to evolve
slower than surface sites [12, 18, 31, 38, 62, 65, 82, 85]. Presumably, sites in the
core tend to be conserved because mutations at these sites are more likely to
destablize the protein fold, due to steric clashes [17].
However, protein properties also vary systematically with factors related to the cellular environment in which proteins are expressed. For example,
more highly expressed proteins tend to be more soluble and have less-sticky
surfaces [54, 101]. Current protein design algorithms optimize primarily for
fold stability [50]. Therefore, we would not expect them to reproduce any patterns caused by the cellular expression environment. By contrast, any patterns
that are driven primarily by the requirement for sufficient fold stability, such
as avoidance of steric clashes in the core, should be reproduced in computationally designed proteins.
Here, we carried out a systematic comparison between alignments of
natural sequences and the corresponding alignments of designed sequences,
for several different design conditions. We considered two distinct data sets,
one of whole protein structures and one of individual protein domains. We analyzed which design conditions produced sequence alignments that were most
similar to natural sequence alignments. We also analyzed by which parameters designed proteins differed the most from natural sequences. Overall, we
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found that proteins designed with a flexible backbone and using an intermediate amount of backbone flexibility were the most similar to natural proteins.
However, substantial differences between designed and natural proteins remained even under the most advantageous design conditions. In particular,
designed proteins tended to have too many polar and too few hydrophobic
residues in the core, and they also tended to have cores that were too variable
and/or surfaces that were too conserved. These trends were exacerbated for
longer proteins.

2.2
2.2.1

Materials and Methods
Data sets
We analyzed two data sets, one of whole yeast proteins and one of pro-

tein domains. The yeast-proteins data set was taken from [82] and comprised
38 protein structures homologous to an open reading frame in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. For each of those structures, we had at least 50 homologous natural sequences, also taken from [82]. The protein-domain data set was taken
from [68] and comprised 40 protein domains. Only domains with at least one
crystal structure in the Protein Database (PDB) and at least 500 sequences
in the Pfam Database were selected for this data set. Domains were selected
in order to represent several different types of protein folds and domains were
also restricted to a length less than or equal to 150 amino acids. For each
of these protein domains, we obtained alignments of homologous natural sequences from the Pfam database (Pfam), as described [68].
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2.2.2

Protein design
For each structure in both data sets, we computationally designed 500

variants each, using multiple design methods. All design methods we used
are implemented in the protein-design software Rosetta [53]. First, we used
standard fixed-backbone design [51]. In this method, the protein backbone
remains fixed and only amino-acid side chains are allowed to move. Second,
we used the flexible-backbone method Backrub [93], which first generates an
ensemble of alternative backbones and then designs side chains onto these
backbones [34, 94]. The Backrub method takes as input a temperature parameter that determines the extent of backbone movements that occur during
design. Here, we used temperatures spanning from 0.03 to 2.4 corresponding to increasing backbone movements. For the protein-domain data set, we
also used one additional design method, called “Soft”. This method keeps the
backbone fixed but the energy function used during sequence design dampens
the weight of the repulsive Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential term [68]. Protein
designs for the protein-domain data set have been previously published [68],
while the designs for the yeast-proteins data set were newly generated for the
present study.
All designs for the yeast-proteins data set were generated with Rosetta
Revision 39284. For fixed-backbone design, we used the following command:
./fixbb.linuxgccrelease -database rosetta_database \
-s input.pdb -resfile ALLAA.res -ex1 -ex2 \
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-extrachi_cutoff 0 -nstruct 1 -linmem_ig 10
Flexible-backbone design was performed by generating a conformational ensemble of 500 structures and then using fixed-backbone design to predict a low
energy sequence for each structure in the ensemble. To generate structures for
the conformational ensemble, we used the following command:
./backrub.linuxgccrelease -database rosetta_database \
-s input.pdb -resfile NATAA.res -ex1 -ex2 \
-extrachi_cutoff 0 -backrub:mc_kt <T> \
-backrub:ntrials 10000 -nstruct 1 -backrub:initial_pack
where <T> has to be replaced by the desired design temperature.
The design details for the protein-domain data set can be found in [68].
2.2.3

Data analysis

We quantified the variability of sites in amino-acid alignments using site
P
entropy Hi , defined as Hi = j pij ln pij . Here, pij is frequency of amino acid
j in alignment column i, and the sum runs over all amino acids. We compared
amino-acid distributions of designed sequences to those of natural sequences
using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The KL divergence DiKL is deP
fined as DiKL = j pij ln(pij /qij ), where qij is the frequency of amino acid j
in column i of the reference alignment, and pij is the corresponding frequency
in the alignment that is being compared to the reference alignment. The sum
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runs over all amino acids. When calculating frequencies used for the KL divergence we corrected for the presence of frequencies of zero by adding 1/20 to
each amino acid count before calculating the frequencies. The KL divergence is
inherently an asymmetric distance measure, comparing a probability distribution of interest to a reference distribution. Unless noted otherwise, we always
used natural sequence alignments to calculate the reference frequencies qij and
designed sequence alignments to calculate the frequencies pij . Throughout this
work, we calculated DiKL separately at each site i in a protein, and then averaged the DiKL values for all sites in a protein to obtain a mean KL divergence
for that protein.
To compare the shapes of amino-acid distributions while disregarding
specific amino-acid identities, we performed a second type of KL calculation
where we ordered amino-acids by their relative frequencies. Thus, instead of
the frequencies pij and qij we used pirj and qisj , where rj is the rank of the
frequency of amino acid j in column i of the alignment being compared to the
reference, and sj is the rank of the frequency of amino acid j in column i of the
reference alignment. This way of calculating the KL divergence compares the
frequencies of amino acids at equal frequency rank, regardless of which specific
amino acids are the most frequent, second-most frequent, and so on in each
alignment. As an example, assume that at a given site there are only three
different amino acids in the natural alignment, I, L, and V, at frequencies 0.5,
0.35, and 0.15, respectively. At the same site in the designed sequences, there
are amino acids A, V, and I, also at frequencies 0.5, 0.35, and 0.15, respectively.
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In our calculation of KL divergence comparing amino acids at equal frequency
rank, we would then compare the frequency of I in the natural alignment with
the frequency of A in the designed alignment (the two most frequent amino
acids in the two respective alignments) and similarly the frequency of L with
the frequency of V and the frequency of V with the frequency of I, respectively.
In this example, since the two sets of three frequencies are exactly the same if
we disregard amino-acid type, we would obtain a KL divergence of zero.
We calculated Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) of residues by first
calculating the absolute Solvent Accessibility (ASA) for each residue, using the
software DSSP [46]. For each protein, we extracted the chain of interest from
the PDB structure and ran DSSP only on that chain. We calculated RSA by
dividing the ASA value for each residue by the maximum possible ASA value,
as given by [103]. Throughout this work, we only calculated RSA on the
native PDB structure. We did not perform any RSA calculations on designed
structures. All our data and analysis scripts are available online at: https:
//github.com/clauswilke/protein_design_and_site_variability.

2.3

Results
We wanted to assess the extent to which the sequence space of com-

putationally designed proteins overlaps with the sequence space occupied by
homologous natural proteins. Our general approach was to compare alignments of designed protein sequences to alignments of homologous natural sequences, for approximately 80 distinct protein structures. For each structure,
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we considered several different design methods (see Methods for details), and
we designed 500 sequences for each structure and method. The protein structures we considered were subdivided into two distinct data sets, a data set of
38 yeast protein structures previously analyzed by [82] and a data set of 40
protein domains previously analyzed by [68]. Throughout this study, we analyzed these two data sets separately, because they corresponded to structures
of substantially different sizes. The mean number of amino acids per structure
was 215.4 in the yeast-proteins data set and 86.1 in the protein-domains data
set. Also, the overall sequence variability of the protein-domain data set was
greater than the variability of the yeast-proteins data set.
2.3.1

Overall site variability
We first compared overall amino-acid variability in designed and natural

proteins. We assessed amino-acid variability at individual sites by calculating
the entropy Hi at each site i in alignments of either designed or natural proteins. We then calculated the mean entropy over all sites in each alignment
and used that quantity as a measure of the overall amino-acid variability in
the alignment.
We found that protein design using a fixed backbone generally yielded
insufficient site variability compared to natural sequences (Figure 2.1). This
result was magnified in the smaller protein domains. In fact, for the protein
domains, the most variable proteins under fixed-backbone design showed only
about as much variability as the least variable natural proteins. Overall, there
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was a significant shift towards higher variability in natural proteins relative
to proteins designed with fixed backbone (paired t test, P = 1.4 × 10−10 for
the yeast-proteins data set and P < 10−15 for the protein-domain data set).
When switching from fixed-backbone design to variable-backbone design, we
found that overall site variability increased. Further, site variability increased
monotonously with the degree of backbone flexibility allowed during design,
as measured by the design temperature (Figure 2.1). At the highest temperatures, site variability in designed proteins consistently exceeded that of natural
proteins.
Proteins designed at intermediate temperatures had site variabilities
that most closely resembled that of natural proteins. For the yeast-proteins
data set, the temperature that provided the closest match was T = 0.03,
even though the variability of sequences designed at that temperature still
exceeded the variability in natural sequences (paired t test, P = 0.0006). For
the protein-domains data set, the temperature that provided the closest match
was T = 0.9, for which variability was statistically indistinguishable from that
found in natural sequence alignments (paired t test, P = 0.353). However,
for both data sets, natural sequences generally showed a larger spread in variabilities than did the designed sequences at the closest-matching temperatures
(Brown-Forsythe test for equal variances, P = 0.0003 for the yeast-proteins
data set at T = 0.03 and P = 7.3 × 10−6 for the protein-domain data set at
T = 0.9).
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2.3.2

Amino-acid distributions
We next compared amino-acid distributions between designed and nat-

ural sequences. First we looked at overall amino acid frequencies. We found
that by-and-large, amino acid frequencies in designed proteins mirrored those
in natural proteins (Figure 2.2 and Figures 2.3–2.7). The biggest differences
arose in Pro, His, Trp, Phe, and Ala. (We ignore Cys here because Cys is
never used in the design algorithm and thus always at frequency 0.) Overall, we observed that hydrophobic residues tended to be under-represented in
designed proteins whereas hydrophilic residues tended to be over-represented.
This trend was stronger in the protein core than on the surface. We also observed that the longer proteins in the yeast-proteins data set showed larger
deviations between designed and natural sequences than the shorter proteins
in the protein-domains data set. Finally, when comparing different design
methods and design temperatures, we found that differences in amino-acid
distributions were relatively minor, see Figure 2.2 and Figures 2.3–2.7.
Even if overall amino-acid distributions are approximately correct, the
amino-acid distributions at individual sites can be poorly predicted [82]. Therefore, we next compared, separately at each site, the similarity between aminoacid distributions in natural proteins and those in designed proteins. To carry
out this comparison, we employed the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [108],
which measures how similar one probability distribution is to a reference distribution. A KL divergence of zero implies that the distributions are identical.
The higher the KL divergence, the more dissimilar the focal distribution is to
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the reference distribution. (Note that KL divergence is not symmetric: if we
swap the focal and the reference distribution, we will generally obtain a different KL divergence value.) We calculated the KL divergence at each site in
each protein, and then averaged over sites within a protein to obtain a mean
similarity score for each protein. As a control, we also randomly split the
alignment of natural sequences for each protein structure into two halves and
calculated the mean KL divergence of natural sequences against themselves.
First, in all comparisons, we found that the KL divergence of designed
relative to natural sequences was much bigger than the KL divergence of natural sequences relative to themselves (Figures 2.8 and 2.9). This finding indicates a substantial discrepancy between designed and natural sequences at
individual sites. Second, we found that the mean KL divergence decreased
with increasing design temperature (Figures 2.8A and 2.9A). Thus, according
to the KL divergence measure, structures designed with the most flexible backbones had the most similar amino-acid distributions to those found in natural
sequences.
However, the result that sequences designed at the highest temperatures are the most similar to natural sequences may be an artifact of the KL
divergence measure. As design temperature increases, amino-acid variability
increases, and amino-acid distributions become more uniform. A more uniform
distribution is generally going to display more overlap with any given distribution than a more localized distribution, if the localized distribution is not
correct. Thus, the decrease in KL divergence with increasing temperature may
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simply reflect the broadening of the distribution, not an actual improvement in
reproducing natural amino-acid distributions. To assess whether amino-acid
distributions in designed sequences were simply broadening with increasing
temperature, or whether they were actually converging on the natural distributions, we carried out a second set of comparisons. We rank-ordered amino
acids by frequency at each site in each protein, and then calculated the KL
divergence of the rank-ordered distributions.
This comparison considers only the shape of the distribution and does
not assess whether the correct amino acids are present at individual sites.
This second comparison generally found much lower KL divergence levels,
even though still not as low as what was found for the control comparison of
natural sequences with themselves (Figures 2.8B and 2.9B). More importantly,
now KL divergence reached a minimum around a temperature of 0.3 (yeast
proteins, Figure 2.8B) to 1.2 (protein domains, Figure 2.9B) and rose again
beyond that value. This finding indicates that higher design temperatures do
not unequivocally produce more natural amino-acid distributions. Instead,
there is an intermediate temperature, approximately coinciding with the temperature at which overall sequence variability matches best, at which amino
acid distributions also are most similar.
2.3.3

Site variability and solvent accessibility
The previous analyses demonstrated that while designed proteins over-

all look similar to natural proteins, there are also important differences. We
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next wanted to identify whether these differences were present uniformly throughout the structure or could be located to specific structural regions. In our analysis of amino-acid distributions, we had already seen that amino-acid distributions seemed to deviate more at buried sites than at exposed sites (Figures 2.2
and 2.6).
We first plotted site variability against relative solvent accessibility
(RSA, a dimensionless number from 0 to 1 measuring the relative solvent
exposure of individual residues) for individual proteins. See Figure 2.10 for
one example. We generally found that site variability displayed a substantial spread even for sites of very similar RSA. At the same time, there was
an overall trend for sites with higher RSA to be more variable than sites with
lower RSA. This trend was generally stronger in flexible backbone designs than
in fixed backbone designs (Figure 2.10). To analyze the relationship between
site variability and RSA more systematically, we calculated the correlation between these two quantities for all proteins (Figure 2.11 and 2.12). On average,
natural sequence alignments showed a higher correlation than alignments of
designed sequences, regardless of design method.
Intermediate design temperatures showed the highest correlations, but
correlations were nevertheless significantly lower in designed proteins than in
natural proteins (paired t test, P = 2.96 × 10−10 [T = 0.3, yeast proteins] and
P = 1.75 × 10−5 [T = 0.3, protein domains]). We also investigated whether
the designed proteins with the highest correlations corresponded to the natural
proteins with the highest correlations, and found this generally to be the case
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(Figures 2.11B and 2.12B).
Our finding that correlations between site entropy and RSA are lower in
designed proteins than in natural proteins indicates that, in designed proteins,
site variability is too uniform across different solvent exposure states. In short,
designed proteins are either too variable in the core or too conserved on the
surface. To obtain a clearer picture of how exactly designed proteins differed
from natural proteins, we once more considered the distributions of mean site
entropies, but now calculated separately for buried sites (RSA ≤ 0.05), for
partially buried sites (0.05 < RSA ≤ 0.25), and for exposed sites (RSA >
0.25). Figure 2.13 shows the medians of these distributions. For designed
proteins, the mean site variabilities of exposed and of partially buried sites are
close in magnitude while the mean site variabilities of buried sites are generally
consistently lower. By contrast, in natural sequences exposed sites show much
more variability than partially buried sites.
If buried sites are too variable or exposed sites too conserved in designed proteins, we reasoned that hybrid designs, in which buried sites were
taken from sequences designed at a lower temperature and exposed sites from
sequences designed at a higher temperature, should display correlations more
similar to those seen in natural proteins.
According to Figure 2.13, for the yeast proteins buried and partially
buried sites in designed proteins had site variability most similar to that of
natural sequences in proteins designed with a fixed backbone or in proteins
with a design temperature of T = 0.03. In the protein-domains data set,
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that temperature was T = 0.3 to T = 0.6. By contrast, for exposed sites
the site variability in designed proteins was most similar to that of natural
sequences at a design temperature of T = 0.1 (yeast proteins) and T = 1.2
(protein domains). We thus built our hybrid designs by combining sites from
these temperatures. We found that the distribution of the site-entropy–RSA
correlations in hybrid designs was comparable to that in natural sequences
(Figure 2.14). However, predictions for specific proteins lacked accuracy (Figure 2.15).

2.4

Discussion
We have compared site variability and amino-acid distributions in de-

signed and natural proteins, for two distinct data sets. One data set consisted
of 38 yeast proteins and the other consisted of 40 protein domains. Structures
in the yeast-proteins data set were, on average, much larger than structures
in the protein-domain data set, while natural sequences in the protein-domain
data set were more variable than those in the yeast-proteins data set. We
have found that proteins designed with a flexible backbone, using an intermediate design temperature, were generally the most similar to natural proteins.
Overall amino-acid frequencies in designed proteins were similar, though not
identical, to those in natural proteins. However, amino-acid frequencies at
individual sites showed substantial deviations. Finally, we have found that
site variabilities in designed proteins are too uniform across different solvent
exposure states of residues. Designed proteins have either cores that are too
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variable or surfaces that are too conserved.
In previous studies, native sequence recovery has been used to assess
design accuracy [35, 50]. Native sequence recovery is defined as the mean
percent of native amino acid identities that are observed in the designed proteins. Despite its widespread use, native sequence recovery may not always be
a sufficient indicator of design accuracy, especially when examining different
sequences that are compatible with one specific structure. A major goal of design is to find sequences that fold into a specific structure. For this goal, one
typically models a series of structures that are similar to the native structure
and then identifies low energy sequences for each of these modeled structures.
Even if all designed sequences fold into the desired structure, they may not
necessarily have a high sequence similarity with the sequence of the native
structure. For this reason, we believe that it is important to assess design accuracy by multiple different methods, and also against an ensemble of native
sequences or structures.
A previous study, the source of the protein-domains data set we analyzed here, has similarly compared designed proteins against ensembles of
natural sequences [68]. That study and our present study complement each
other. [68] were primarily interested in amino-acid covariation, and they also
considered sequence entropy and profile similarity [113]. Here, we were primarily interested in the effects of solvent occlusion on site variability and
amino-acid choice, and we also considered two distinct sets of natural reference structures (protein domains and whole proteins). In both studies, an
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intermediate amount of backbone flexibility was found to be optimal for recapitulating characteristics of natural protein sequences. Both studies also
identify similar inaccuracies in the designed protein sequences. [68] observed
that covarying pairs in designed protein cores were more likely to be hydrogen
bonding pairs that in natural cores, and here we found that polar residues are
over-represented in the designed protein cores compared to natural cores.
Our analysis compared two distinct datasets. The first was comprised
of 40 protein domains, chosen to be less than 150 amino acids in length and
with a mean length of 86.1 amino acids. The second was comprised of 38 whole
yeast proteins, with a mean length of 215.4 amino acids. For each structure in
each data set, we had an associated alignment of natural sequences to assess
natural variability for that structure. (Note that sequences homologous to
the yeast proteins were not constrained to be fungal sequences.) Sequence in
the protein-domain data set were more variable than sequences in the yeastprotein data set. We found that optimal design temperatures were lower for the
yeast-protein data set than for the protein-domains data set. This finding is
consistent with both increased mean length and reduced mean variability in the
yeast-protein data set relative to the protein-domains data set. In particular,
large cores in the larger proteins may lead to larger conserved regions whose
site variability patterns are better recaptured at lower design temperatures.
We found that the characteristics of designed protein sequences are
generally similar but by no means identical to natural sequences. To some
extent, this discrepancy is to be expected. Designed protein sequences are op23

timized entirely for thermodynamic stability as estimated by the design energy
function. Natural proteins experience a variety of selective pressures, stability
being only one of them. For example, natural proteins experience selection
pressures for native protein–protein interactions, against non-specific protein–
protein interactions, and against misfolding and aggregation [23, 33, 54, 114].
If they are enzymes, natural proteins also require the appropriate mutations
that enable enzymatic activity, even if those mutations are thermodynamically destabilizing [8, 26]. While selection for enzymatic activity will likely
affect only a few sites in a protein, the other selective forces (misfolding, aggregation, native and non-specific interactions) have the potential to exert
much broader selection pressures across many sites in a protein. As long as
design algorithms do not take these selection pressures into account, we cannot
expect design algorithms to reproduce natural sequence variation exactly.
To identify at what sites discrepancies between natural and designed
proteins arose, we explicitly examined the relationship between structure and
sequence variability. In particular, we analyzed the correlation between RSA
and site entropy, which reflects the well-known observation that proteins are
more variable on the surface than in the core. We found that the difference
between surface and core variability was much more pronounced in natural
proteins than in designed proteins. Designed proteins either have cores that
are too variable or surfaces that are too conserved. We created hybrid designs,
taking core sites from one set of designed proteins and surface site from another set, designed with more backbone movement, and tested whether these
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hybrid designs showed the appropriate differential in variability between core
and surface sites. We found that they did so as a population (Figure 2.14)
but not individually (Figure 2.15). This observation indicates that there is
some aspect of protein fold stability that differentially affects surface and core
residues and that is not yet properly incorporated into current design algorithms. Simply raising the design temperature on the surface but not in the
core is not sufficient to capture this effect. Note that we do not expect our
hybrid design approach to yield realistic, stable protein sequences. It is merely
meant as an illustration of the extent to which surface sites would have to be
more variable relative to core sites to yield entropy-RSA correlations comparable to those found in natural sequences.
For both data sets, the designed proteins had fewer hydrophobic residues
and more polar residues than expected from natural sequence alignments. This
trend was particularly apparent in the protein core, and it was more extreme
for larger proteins. These discrepancies suggest a need for further improvement of the design algorithm, most likely the energy function. Rosetta uses a
scoring function that predicts the energy of a given sequence folded into a particular target structure [51]. As a component of this scoring function, Rosetta
uses the Lazaridis-Karplus implicit solvation model to estimate the energy of
desolvation of each residue [52]. The over-representation of polar residues in
protein cores that we observed suggests that this solvation model is either
insufficiently penalizing for the burial of polar groups or insufficiently rewarding the burial of hydrophobic residues. Improvements to the solvation model
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used in design may result in more stable designed proteins with amino acid
distributions more similar to those of natural proteins, especially in protein
cores.
While protein cores are more variable in designed proteins compared
to natural proteins, the surfaces of designed proteins are too conserved. This
discrepancy is somewhat expected. We would only expect close agreement
between designed and natural proteins if the sequences are under the same
constraints (and provided the energy function could accurately capture these).
Computational design optimizes sequences primarily for protein stability, which,
in natural proteins, is more likely to be a dominant constraint in protein cores
than on surfaces. Surfaces of natural proteins may also be under other important pressures, such as to make desired and avoid unwanted interactions
and to keep proteins soluble. All of these pressures could act to diversify protein surfaces away from sequence choices that would maximize stability. In
addition, there are of course also inaccuracies in the design energy function,
including difficulties in accurately modeling electrostatics and solvation at surfaces, and contributions of conformational entropy of surface side chains that
are not taken into account in most design energy functions.
In our analysis of approximately 80 protein structures total, we found
that proteins designed with an intermediate amount of backbone flexibility
exhibited site-variability patterns most closely resembling that of natural proteins. However, the optimal range of backbone flexibility was different in the
two data sets. Further, even when the overall site variability matched that of
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natural sequences, the specific amino-acid distributions at individual sites did
not match that well, as quantified by the relatively large KL divergence values between natural and designed alignments. Similarly, intermediate design
temperatures showed the highest correlation between RSA and site variability
(as measured by entropy). However, even at the optimal design temperature
(T ∼ 0.3 for both data sets), the designed proteins exhibited systematically
lower correlations than did the natural proteins. Consequently, using current state-of-the-art design algorithms, designed proteins have either surfaces
that are too conserved or cores that too variable. We suspect that changes
in the design energy function, in particular more accurate estimation of the
balance between electrostatics and desolation, will be needed to address this
issue. We also see a need for improved flexible-backbone design algorithms
that can model larger backbone movements on the surface without disturbing
the core backbone as much. As alternative and improved algorithms design
algorithms become available, they should be subjected to similar tests as we
have done here, to assess to what extent different algorithms reproduce natural
amino-acid frequency and site-variability differences in core versus surface.
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2.5

Figures

Figure 2.1: Mean site entropy for designed and natural proteins. Each boxplot
represents the distribution of mean site entropies within the respective dataset
(A: yeast proteins; B: protein domains). “FB” refers to fixed-backbone design.
Temperature values refer to the design temperature used during the Backrub
design method. “NS” refers to natural sequences. “Soft” refers to the Soft
design method. We find generally that increased backbone flexibility allows
for more site variability. Intermediate temperatures produce site variabilities
most similar to those seen in natural sequences. Overall, natural sequences in
the protein-domains data set are more variable than are those in the yeastproteins data set.
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Figure 2.2: Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to the yeast-proteins
data set. For designed proteins, only flexible-backbone designs with design
temperature 0.6 were considered. (A) Overall frequencies. (B) frequencies at
exposed sites (defined as sites with RSA > 0.05). (C) frequencies at buried
sites (defined as sites with RSA ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 2.3: Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to the yeast-proteins
data set. For designed proteins, only fixed-backbone designs were considered.
(A) overall frequencies. (B) frequencies at exposed sites (defined as sites with
RSA > 0.05). (C) frequencies at buried sites (defined as sites with RSA ≤ 0.05
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Figure 2.4: Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to the yeast-proteins
data set. For designed proteins, only flexible-backbone designs with design
temperature 1.2 were considered. (A) overall frequencies. (B) frequencies at
exposed sites (defined as sites with RSA > 0.05). (C) frequencies at buried
sites (defined as sites with RSA ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 2.5: Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to the proteindomains data set. For designed proteins, only fixed-backbone designs were
considered. (A) overall frequencies. (B) frequencies at exposed sites (defined
as sites with RSA > 0.05). (C) frequencies at buried sites (defined as sites
with RSA ≤ 0.05
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Figure 2.6: Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to the proteindomains data set. For designed proteins, only flexible-backbone designs with
design temperature 0.6 were considered. (A) overall frequencies. (B) frequencies at exposed sites (defined as sites with RSA > 0.05). (C) frequencies at
buried sites (defined as sites with RSA ≤ 0.05
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Figure 2.7: Amino-acid frequencies in designed and natural proteins. Frequencies were calculated over all sites in all proteins belonging to the proteindomains data set. For designed proteins, only flexible-backbone designs with
design temperature 1.2 were considered. (A) overall frequencies. (B) frequencies at exposed sites (defined as sites with RSA > 0.05). (C) frequencies at
buried sites (defined as sites with RSA ≤ 0.05
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Figure 2.8: Mean Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for designed and natural
proteins, shown for the protein-domain data set. A higher KL divergence
indicates that the amino-acid distributions at sites in designed proteins are less
similar to the corresponding distributions in the natural proteins. “FB” refers
to fixed backbone design and “NS” refers to the control case where natural
sequences are compared to themselves. (A) KL divergence calculated from
the relative frequencies of the 20 amino acids. (B) KL divergence calculated
from rank-ordered frequency distributions. The most common amino acid in
the reference distribution is compared to the most common amino acid in the
focal distribution, the same is done for the second-most common amino acid,
and so on, irrespective of the type of amino acids.
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Figure 2.9: Mean Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for designed and natural
proteins, shown for the yeast-proteins data set. A higher KL divergence indicates that the amino-acid distributions at sites in designed proteins are less
similar to the corresponding distributions in the natural proteins. “FB” refers
to fixed backbone design, and “NS” refers to the control case where natural
sequences are compared to themselves. (A) KL divergence calculated from
the relative frequencies of the 20 amino acids. (B) KL divergence calculated
from rank-ordered frequency distributions. The most common amino acid in
the reference distribution is compared to the most common amino acid in the
focal distribution, the same is done for the second-most common amino acid,
and so on, irrespective of the type of amino acids.
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Figure 2.10: Site entropy versus Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA) for designed and natural sequence alignments of the protein S-formylglutathione
hydrolase (PDB: 1PV1, chain A). Natural sequences exhibit a clear trend of
higher site variability at higher RSA values. The flexible backbone designs
exhibit a similar trend but the fixed backbone designs do not.
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Figure 2.11: Distributions of correlation coefficients between site entropy and
RSA, for the protein-domain data set. “FB” indicates fixed-backbone design and “NS” indicates natural sequences. (A) Distributions represented as
boxplots. (B) Correlation coefficients for individual proteins. Lines connect
identical structures in the different design conditions. The color shading represents the strength of the correlation for the natural sequence alignment. In
general, natural proteins display a stronger correlation between site entropy
and RSA than designed proteins.
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Figure 2.12: Distributions of correlation coefficients between site entropy and
RSA, for the yeast-proteins data set. “FB” indicates fixed-backbone design,
“Soft” indicates soft backbone design, and “NS” indicates natural sequences.
(A) Distributions represented as boxplots. (B) Correlation coefficients for
individual proteins. Lines connect identical structures in the different design
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natural sequence alignment. In general, natural proteins display a stronger
correlation between site entropy and RSA than designed proteins.
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Figure 2.13: Median of the distribution of mean sequence entropies for designed and natural sequences, calculated separately for buried (black), partially buried (blue), and exposed (red) residues (A: yeast proteins; B: protein
domains). We defined buried sites as those with RSA ≤ 0.05, partially buried
as those with 0.05 < RSA ≤ 0.25, and exposed as those with RSA > 0.25.
Dashed lines indicate the corresponding median for natural sequence alignments. Note that for buried (black) and partially buried (blue) residues, the
temperatures at which natural site variability and design variability match are
comparable. By contrast, for exposed residues, a higher design temperature is
required for the design variability to match the natural site variability.
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Figure 2.14: Distribution of correlation coefficients between RSA and site
entropy for hybrid designs and for natural proteins (A: yeast proteins; B:
protein domains).”FB” indicates fixed-backbone design and “NS” indicates
natural sequences. For the hybrid designs, buried and partially buried sites
were taken from sequences designed at one temperature, and exposed sites
were taken from sequences designed at a different temperature. For the hybrid
designs, the correlation coefficients were similar to those of natural sequences
(paired t test, P = 0.517 (T = FB, 0.1) and P = 6.78 × 10−8 (T = 0.03, 0.1)
[yeast proteins], P = 5.19 × 10−5 (T = 0.3, 1.8) and P = 0.118 (T = 0.6, 1.8)
[protein domains]).
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Figure 2.15: Correlation coefficients between RSA and site entropy for hybrid
designs and natural proteins. For the hybrid designs, buried and partially
buried sites were taken from proteins designed with a fixed backbone (yeast
proteins) or a temperature of T = 0.6 (protein domains). Exposed residues
were taken from proteins designed with a temperature of T = 0.1 (yeast proteins) or T = 1.8 (protein domains). The solid line indicates y = x. Note that
while the range of correlation values in hybrid designs generally matches the
range of values in natural alignments, predictions for specific proteins are not
that accurate.
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Chapter 3
Intermediate divergence levels maximize the
strength of structure–sequence correlations in
enzymes and viral proteins

3.1

Introduction
This work has been previously published in the journal Protein Sci-

ence.1
Proteins are subject to a number of biophysical and functional constraints that influence their evolutionary trajectories [56, 90, 109, 115]. These
constraints contribute to observed patterns in both whole-gene evolutionary
rate variation [8, 23, 33, 55, 87] and evolutionary rate variation among sites
within individual proteins [24,31,42,88,111]. Such evolutionary rate variation
in turn contributes to heterogeneity in site-specific sequence variability.
A number of studies have sought to understand the roles that biophysical constraints, particularly structural constraints, play in this observed
1

Eleisha L. Jackson, Amir Shahmoradi, Stephanie J. Spielman, Benjamin R. Jack, and
Claus O. Wilke. Intermediate divergence levels maximize the strength of structure–sequence
correlations in enzymes and viral proteins. Protein Science, DOI: 10.1002/pro.2920, 2016.
Amir Shahmoradi helped design the project. Stephanie J. Spielman and Ben R. Jack helped
analyze the data and write the manuscript. C. O. Wilke helped to design the project and
write the manuscript.
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site-specific variability within proteins. Structural properties such as solvent
exposure and packing density have emerged as strong predictors of site-wise
evolutionary rates [85, 88, 111, 112]. Solvent exposure is typically measured
with the metric relative solvent accessibility (RSA), which indicates the extent to which a given residue comes into contact with solvent (i.e., water) [103].
Residues that are exposed on the surface of the protein have high RSA, with
complete exposure indicated with an RSA of one. Residues that are buried
and/or in the protein core have low RSA, with completely buried residues
having an RSA of zero. RSA has a significant, positive relationship with evolutionary rate, such that more buried residues tend to evolve more slowly than
exposed residues do [12, 31, 32, 38, 65, 69, 82, 85].
Alternatively, packing density indicates how tightly packed a given
residue is by neighboring amino acids in a protein’s tertiary structure. A
residue’s packing density is commonly measured as weighted contact number (WCN), which is defined as the sum of the inverse square distance of all
residues in the protein to the focal amino acid [57, 89]. Recent work has suggested that WCN is a strong determinant of site-specific variability in proteins,
and that residues with high WCN evolve more slowly than do residues with
low WCN [42, 55, 111, 112].
However, some studies have yielded apparently contradictory results regarding the extent of the predictive power that these structural properties have
on site-wise evolutionary rate (ER). For example, Yeh et al. [111] investigated
structure–sequence relationships in a data set of 216 monomeric enzymes, find44

ing that WCN is a stronger determinant of site-wise ER than RSA, although
RSA was still a significant predictor. Importantly, Yeh et al. [111] recovered
strong correlations between structure and ER, with WCN and RSA explaining
up to ∼ 41% of the variance in site-specific ER. By contrast, Shahmoradi et
al. [88] examined the structure–sequence relationship on a set of 9 viral proteins. While Shahmoradi et al. [88] similarly found that both RSA and WCN
are significant predictors of rate in proteins, the correlations Shahmoradi et
al. [88] observed were much smaller in magnitude [88]. Specifically, they found
that at best, structural predictors could explain only ∼ 15% of the variance
in ER. Given these disparate findings, it remains unclear which of the two
studies is the more representative one.
Although both Yeh et al. [111] and Shahmoradi et al. [88] examined the
relationship between sequence and structural properties, they used different
methods and data sets. First, Yeh et al. [111] measured ER using the method
Rate4Site [61,78], whereas Shahmoradi et al. [88] focused on sequence entropy,
which is not a rate. Second, Yeh et al. [111] used a much more comprehensive
data set of monomeric enzymes, and Shahmoradi et al. [88] analyzed a comparatively smaller set of viral proteins, which are subject to an additional layer
of selective forces imposed by the host immune system. Finally, Shahmoradi
et al. [88] considered additional structural predictors, namely protein design
and flexibility, while Yeh et al. [111] focused on RSA and WCN alone. This
use of different methods makes it difficult to directly compare results from the
two studies.
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Here, we attempt to reconcile these two studies, by re-analyzing both
the enzyme data set from Yeh et al. [111] and the virus data set from Shahmoradi et al. [88] in one consistent analysis pipeline. We focus on three structural predictors from the two studies: WCN, RSA, and variability in designed
proteins. We confirm that, indeed, correlations between rate and structural
predictors are much smaller for the viral proteins compared to the enzymes.
However, differences in structural characteristics do not appear to drive the
low predictive power in the viral protein data set. Instead, we find that the
enzyme and viral protein data sets primarily differ in the extent of sequence
variability in the multiple-sequence alignments (MSAs) used to infer evolutionary rates. Using evolutionary models, we quantify sequence divergence for
all individual MSAs, and we find that the enzyme data set displays very high
levels of divergence while the viral protein data set has experienced minimal
evolutionary divergence. Across both data sets, we observe that the strongest
structure–sequence correlations are observed at intermediate divergence levels. We conclude that the strength of the structure–structure relationship in
proteins is, in part, determined by the extent of sequence variability in the
data sets analyzed.

3.2
3.2.1

Materials and methods
Structures, sequences, and measures of sequence properties
The results presented in this work were based on two data sets. The first

was a data set of 208 monomeric enzymes, taken from Echave et al. [24] who
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re-analyzed the structures originally studied by Yeh et al. [111]. The Echave
et al. [24] data set was slightly smaller than the original data set because
Echave et al. [24] removed proteins that had missing data at insertion sites.
The data set from Echave et al. [24] was originally comprised of 209 proteins
but we removed one additional protein, 1CQQ, during our analysis (see below
for details). Thus, our final enzyme data set had 208 proteins. In brief, these
proteins were all enzyme monomers randomly picked from the Catalytic Site
Atlas 2.2.11 [75]. Proteins in this data set varied from 95 to 1287 residues in
length. Each structure was accompanied by a multiple–sequence alignment of
300 homologous sequences. The second data set was taken from Shahmoradi et
al. [88] and consisted of nine viral proteins. The viral proteins ranged from 122
to 557 residues in length and each structure was accompanied by a multiple–
sequence alignment of up to 2362 homologous sequences. Although both data
sets vary in the number of sequence alignments, we did not enforce a medium
number sequences in the multiple–sequence alignments needed to be included
in the study since all alignments had at least 95 sequences.
Sequence alignments for both data sets were constructed by aligning the
amino-acid sequences using the alignment software MAFFT [47,48], specifying
the “auto” flag to select the optimal algorithm for the given data set. The
alignments were then used to calculate site-specific measures of evolutionary
rate for each individual protein in both data sets. We calculated a measure
of site-specific evolutionary rate for each protein using the software Rate4Site
[61]. First, maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees were inferred with RAxML,
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using the LG substitution matrix and the CAT model of rate heterogeneity
[98, 99]. For each structure, we used the respective sequence alignment and
phylogenetic tree to infer site-specific substitution rates with Rate4Site, using
the empirical Bayesian method and the JTT model of sequence evolution [61].
Using the alignments, we also calculated the Shannon entropy (Hi ), at
each alignment column i:
Hi = −

X

Pij lnPij ,

(3.1)

j

where Pij was the relative frequency of amino acid j at position i in the alignment. Sequence entropy is a measure of variability at each site.
Finally, we calculated the divergence of each multiple–sequence alignment, using two measures: mean root-to-tip distance and mean patristic distance. Mean root-to-tip distance counts the average number of substitutions
that have occurred along the tree. The mean patristic distance of an alignment
was the average patristic distance of a tree where patristic distance was defined
as the sum of the branch lengths between two nodes (i.e., sequences) within
the tree [30]. Both root-to-tip distance and patristic distance were calculated
using DendroPy [100].
For the viral proteins we collected a second data set. Using the sequences from the nine viral proteins from Shahmoradi et al. [88] as queries, we
used PSI-BLAST [3] against the Uniprot90 to obtained homologous sequences
for each protein. We used MAFFT and RAxML to create alignments and
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build trees for each protein. Trees could not be created for three of the proteins because their alignments did not have a sufficient number of sequences.
We also chose to discard proteins from the analysis that did not have at least
25 sequences. This was done to guard against inaccurate rates. We calculated
evolutionary rates for the remaining three proteins (PDB IDs: 1RD8, 3GOL,
and 3LYF) using Rate4Site.
We quantified MSA reliability using a re-implementation of the Guidance platform [73] introduced by Spielman et al. [95]. Guidance quantifies
how robust MSA columns are to the guide tree topology used in during a progressive alignment algorithm. For each MSA column, Guidance produces a
column score ranging from 0, indicating that the column is highly unreliable,
to 1, indicating that the column is highly reliable. Note that the implementation in Spielman et al. [95] differs from that in Penn et al. [73] through its use
of FastTree [77] to construct perturbed guidetrees. Here, Guidance was run
with 100 bootstrap replicates using the MAFFT [47, 48] alignment software,
specifying the “auto” flag. We derived an overall Guidance score for each MSA
by averaging its resulting Guidance column scores.
3.2.2

Protein Design
Using Rosetta [53], we computationally designed 500 structures for se-

lect proteins in each data set. For the viral proteins we designed 500 structures
for each of the proteins taken from Shahmoradi et al. [88]. For the enzymes we
designed structures for each protein that was at most 200 residues in length.
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For each protein, we first designed 500 flexible ensembles using Backrub [93].
Backrub generates a set of flexible backbone “ensembles” onto which sidechains can then be designed [93,94]. The Backub method takes a temperature
parameter, T , that determines the extent of backbone flexibility during design.
Higher temperatures allow for more backbone flexibility. Previous work has
shown that moderate temperature parameters result in designed structures
more similar to natural proteins [43, 68]. Therefore, we used 0.6 as our temperature parameter. We then used the fixed-backbone method [51] to design
side-chains on these ensembles.
All designs were generated with Rosetta 3.5, 2014 week five release. To
generate the series of ensembles using flexible-backbone design we used the
following Rosetta commands:

./backrub -database rosetta_database \
-s input.pdb -resfile NATAA.res -ex1 -ex2 \
-extrachi_cutoff 0 -backrub:mc_kt 0.6 \
-backrub:ntrials 10000 -nstruct 1 -backrub:initial_pack

For the fixed-backbone design we used the following Rosetta commands:

./fixbb -database rosetta_database \
-s input.pdb -resfile ALLAA.res -ex1 -ex2 \
-extrachi_cutoff 0 -nstruct 1 -overwrite \
-minimize_sidechains -linmem_ig 10
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After design, we removed proteins that did not map back properly
to the alignments. This resulted in the removal of one structure, 1CQQ,
completely from the study. This resulted in a total of 32 enzymes in addition
to the viral proteins.
Using the sequence alignments of designed proteins we predicted a sitewise rate, using the expression for dN proposed by Spielman and Wilke32
[97] (as implemented in the software Pyvolve [96]). For this calculation, we
assumed that the mutation rate at all sites was equal. We called this quantity
the “design rate” (DR) at sites.
3.2.3

Calculation of structural properties
In our analysis, we used side-chain Weighted Contact Number (WCN)

as proposed by Marcos and Echave [59]. This quantity is defined as
WCNi =

N
X
1
,
2
r
ij
i6=j

(3.2)

where rij is the distance between the geometric center of the side-chain atoms
of residue i and the geometric center of the side-chain atoms of residue j, and
N is the length of the protein. For glycine residues the distance to the Cα
atom was used in lieu of the geometric center of the side-chain.
To calculate Relative Solvent Accessibility (RSA), we first calculated
the Accessible Surface Area (ASA) for each site in each protein, via DSSP [46].
We then normalized the ASA values by the theoretical maximum ASA values
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found in Table 1 of Tien et al. [103]. All WCN and RSA calculations were
done on the individual, monomeric protein chain of interest.
All data and analysis scripts required to reproduce the work are publicly
available to view and download at https://github.com/wilkelab/rate_
variability_variation.

3.3

Results
We analyzed two distinct data sets. One was a set of 208 diverse enzyme

monomers selected from the prior analysis by Yeh et al. [111]. The other data
set was a smaller set of nine viral proteins from Shahmoradi et al. [88]. Note
that while the viral data set from Shahmoradi et al. [88] includes some viral
enzymes, in the following we will use the term “enzymes” to refer specifically
to the proteins from the Yeh et al. [111] data set.
Homologous sequences for each protein were taken from Yeh et al. [111]
and Shahmoradi et al. [88]. For each protein we made a multiple–sequence
alignment using MAFFT [47, 48] on amino-acid sequences. From these alignments we calculated site-specific evolutionary rates using Rate4Site [61]. We
measured solvent accessibility for a given residue by its relative solvent accessibility (RSA) (Figure 1.1A). We measured packing density in the protein
structures using side-chain WCN (Figure 1.1B). Previous studies have used
Cα WCN when correlating WCN with ER [88, 111, 112]. However, a recent
study [59] has shown that calculating WCN using the center of mass of the
side-chain results in stronger WCN–ER correlations. Therefore, here we used
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side-chain WCN throughout. We also measured the variability in designed sequences. For each protein in the viral data set and for each enzyme less than
200 residues in length we computationally designed 500 sequences using the
respective structure as a template. From these sequences we inferred a “design
rate” (DR) at each site, calculated as the expected steady-state evolutionary
rate for an alignment with the given amino-acid frequencies.
3.3.1

Structural Predictors of Evolutionary Rate
To quantify the strength of structure–rate relationships in proteins,

we correlated, separately for each protein, structural properties at individual
sites with site-specific ER. Unless otherwise noted, we used Spearman correlations throughout. The first structural property that we examined was relative
solvent accessibility (RSA). Prior work has shown that RSA has a positive
relationship with evolutionary rate [31, 55, 88, 111, 112]. This positive relationship between solvent accessibility and ER was verified in our analysis on the
two data sets. Within both data sets, residues that have high RSA evolved
faster on average. However, the strength of the relationship between RSA and
ER varied between the enzyme and viral protein data sets. The enzymes, on
average, had larger RSA–ER correlations with a mean correlation coefficient
of 0.55 compared to 0.18 for viral proteins (t test: P = 3.324 × 10−5 ) (Figure
3.1A and Table 1).
Next we investigated the relationship between ER and packing density.
For both data sets, residues with more contacts evolved slower (Figure 3.1B
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and Table 1). This trend was also stronger for enzymes than for viral proteins,
with a mean correlation coefficient of -0.63 for enzymes and -0.21 for viral
proteins (t test: P = 2.454 × 10−5 ).
3.3.2

Protein Design as a Structural Predictor
Using protein design to search sequence space, Kuhlman and Baker [50]

found that sequences are close to optimal for a given structure (i.e., residues
found at a given site are limited for a given structure). This constraint is
especially true for buried residues. Given this result, Shahmoradi et al. [88]
attempted to use site-wise variability in designed proteins as an additional
structural predictor of ER [88]. Likewise, here, we used protein design as a
third predictor of ER. However, unlike in Shahmoradi et al. [88], we did not
use design entropy at sites but instead calculated a “design rate” (DR) as our
predictor. We calculated this rate by calculating a predicted nonsynonymous
substitution rate (dN) from amino-acid frequencies at each site, as derived in
Spielman and Wilke [97]. We found that this predicted rate makes similar
predictions as does design entropy (not shown). We used design rate here
because it is the more principled quantity to compare to ER. For computational
feasibility, for the enzyme data set we only designed proteins that were less
than or equal to 200 residues in length. This encompassed 32 enzymes. We
designed proteins for all the structures in the viral protein data set. Before
performing our analysis, we compared the distributions of the strength of
structure–rate correlations from the full enzyme data set with that of the
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distributions obtained from the 32 proteins. The differences between mean of
the distributions were not significant (t test: P = 0.419 for RSA, P = 0.947
for WCN, Figure 3.2).
In viral proteins, DR had a mean correlation coefficient of approximately -0.02, and in enzymes the mean coefficient of correlation was approximately 0.24 (Figure 3.3 and Table 1). However, for viral proteins this lower
mean correlation was slightly misleading because some proteins had positive
correlations while others had negative correlations, for a mean near zero (Figure 3.3). In both data sets, design rate was a weaker predictor of evolutionary
rates compared to WCN and RSA.
Even though DR did not correlate that strongly with ER, it is possible
that it could explain variance in ER not explained by either RSA or WCN. To
investigate this possibility, we used DR at sites as a predictor in linear models,
either individually or in combination with the two other structural predictors,
and calculated the percent variance explained for each model. In general, for
both enzymes and viral proteins, design rate was not a good predictor of ER
at sites. However, DR, just like RSA and WCN, was better at predicting
ER in enzymes than in viral proteins. For a model with design rate as a
single predictor, the average R2 was ∼ 0.01 for viral proteins and ∼ 0.07 for
enzymes (Figures 3.4, 3.5). Including DR as an additional predictor along
with RSA and WCN added some additional predictive power for ER in both
data sets. For example, the average R2 of a model with RSA and WCN as
predictors for enzymes was approximately 0.37 (Figure 3.4). When we added
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DR as an additional predictor, the average R2 increased to 0.40 (Figure 3.5).
This increase in predictive power was observed in the viral data set as well.
In summary, although DR was poor predictor of evolutionary rate at sites,
it provided a small improvement in model performance, in particular for the
enzyme data set.
3.3.3

Effect of Divergence of Structure–Rate Relationships
We found WCN, RSA, and DR all to be poor predictors of ER in viral

proteins. There could be at least two different explanations for this finding.
First, there could be unique structural features found within the viral protein
data set that are not in the enzymes as indicated in Tokuriki et al. [104].
Second, the viral proteins from Shahmoradi et al. [88] may have experienced
unique selection pressures (such as immune escape) or different divergence
times than the enzymes taken from Yeh et al. [111].
We found it unlikely that biophysical differences drove observed differences in the structure–rate correlations between the two data sets. First,
any differences between the distributions for mean the WCN of the proteins
within the data sets were not significant (P = 0.437 for WCN, Figure 3.6).
Differences in the mean RSA of the proteins were significant but the means
were extremely similar (t test: P = 0.027 for RSA, Figure 3.6). Second, the
strength of structure–rate correlations was only weakly dependent on the mean
WCN or mean RSA of a protein (Figures 3.7, 3.8). Proteins with larger mean
RSA had only slightly larger RSA–ER correlations on average and the mean
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WCN was not related to the magnitude of structure–rate correlations (Figures
3.7, 3.8).
We next investigated the possibility that differences in the multiple–
sequence alignments for the two data sets were driving the differences in predictive power of RSA, WCN, and DR. On average the enzymes have more
sequences in their representative alignments. We examined whether this difference was causing the difference in structure–rate correlation strength. We did
observe a relationship between the number of sequences and the structure–rate
strength. However the strength of this relationship was modest for enzymes
(ρ = −0.185, P = 7.403 × 10−3 for WCN–ER and ρ = 0.060, P = 0.390 for
RSA–ER) and was non-significant for viral proteins (ρ = −0.433, P = 0.250
for WCN–ER and ρ = 0.633, P = 0.076 for RSA–ER).
The two data sets showed significantly different levels of evolutionary
divergence (Figure 3.9). We calculated the divergence for each data set using
two quantities: mean root-to-tip distance and mean patristic distance. Rootto-tip distance represents the extent of evolutionary divergence from the data
set’s common ancestor to a given sequence. The mean root-to-tip distance for
each dataset was calculated as the average branch length, which indicates the
number of substitutions, from the root in the tree to each terminal edge (tip) in
the tree. Patristic, or pairwise, distance is the sum of branch lengths between
two tips in a tree, and indicates how distantly related two sequences are to one
another. As with mean root-to-tip-distance, a higher mean patristic distance
indicated more evolutionary divergence. The enzyme alignments were much
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more diverged than the viral protein alignments (t test: P < 2.20 × 10−16 for
mean root-to-tip distance and P < 2.20 × 10−16 for mean patristic distance).
Figure S6 shows structure–rate correlation strengths as a function of
divergence (here measured as mean patristic distance). For both RSA–ER
and WCN–ER correlations, proteins with MSAs that had higher levels of
divergence tended to have higher structure–rate correlations in magnitude.
However, the trend between RSA–ER and WCN–ER correlations and mean
patristic distance was not very strong (ρ = 0.161, P = 0.017 for RSA–ER and
ρ = −0.117, P = 0.086 for WCN–ER).
Because divergence correlated only weakly with the structure–rate correlations, we hypothesized that overall divergence in an alignment mattered
less than did variability in divergence among sites in an alignment. To obtain
strong correlations with structural quantities, we need both highly conserved
and highly variable sites. To assess the variability in the alignment at each site,
we next calculated Shannon entropies at each site. By plotting the variance in
entropy among sites against the mean (Figure 3.10A), we found that indeed
some alignments had overall high divergence but low variability among sites
while other alignments were less diverged on average but had higher variability
among sites. Figure 3.10B–F shows specific examples of entropy distributions
among sites for individual proteins. For example, consider the protein identified by PDB ID 1G24 (Figure 3.10B). This protein had high mean entropy
while maintaining a relatively low variance of entropy. Thus, sites in this protein were uniformly highly variable. Note that the distributions of entropy
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varied greatly between proteins even when they were from the same data set
(Figure 3.10B–F).
We next plotted structure–rate correlations against the variance in entropy and found strong correlations (Figure 3.11, Spearman’s correlation test:
ρ = −0.321, P = 1.526 × 10−6 for WCN–ER, ρ = 0.236, P = 4.746 × 10−4
for RSA–ER). Proteins that had more variance in entropy across sites had
larger structure–rate correlations in magnitude. Overall, enzymes were more
diverged which in turn resulted, on average, in larger variances in entropy
across proteins. The viral proteins were less diverged and as such had lower
variances in site variability. However, even for the highly diverged enzymes,
correlations with structural quantities were low unless the alignments showed
high variation in site variability. Thus, structure–rate correlations are maximized at intermediate levels of divergence, where alignments are sufficiently
diverged for a high dynamic range (both highly conserved and highly variable sites are present in the same alignment) but not overly saturated with
divergence (so that all sites are highly diverged).
We also investigated the effect of alignment quality on the observed
patterns. Highly diverged sequences are more difficult to align, and errors
in multiple–sequence alignments may propagate to yield spurious rate inferences at some sites. Such inferences may be partially responsible for the low
structure–rate correlations for some proteins. To assess average alignment reliability, we calculated a reliability score using Guidance [73,95] for each multiple
sequence alignment. For each alignment, we calculated a column score (CS)
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at each site. CS scores range from 0, indicating an unreliably-aligned site, to
1, indicating a highly reliable alignment. We averaged the Guidance CS for
each multiple–sequence alignment to obtain a mean Guidance score representing the overall quality of an alignment. All of the viral proteins had scores
greater than 0.98, indicating that these alignments had low uncertainty. The
enzyme proteins had scores that span a very wide spectrum of quality, from 0
to 1. However, in enzymes, we found that the strength of structure–rate correlations was not correlated with alignment quality (Figure 3.12, Spearman’s
correlation test: ρ = −0.022, P = 0.746 for WCN–ER, ρ = −0.132, P = 0.057
for RSA–ER). This finding suggests that alignment quality is not a significant
factor in the observed strength of structure–rate correlations.
As a final test of the effect of divergence on structure–rate correlations,
we obtained a series of more diverged viral alignments. Briefly, we used PSI–
BLAST to obtain a set of homologous proteins for each of the viral proteins
from Shahmoradi et al. [88], using the UniProt90 database. This procedure
was comparable to the procedure that had been used to assemble the enzyme
alignments. Subsequently, we performed the same analysis using these alignments as we did on the other two data sets. Using this new methodology,
we only managed to collect sufficient sequences to calculate meaningful evolutionary rates for three of the viral proteins (PDB IDs: 1RD8, 3GOL, and
3LYF). However, even though the data set was small, we could compare it to
the other two data sets for consistency. We found that the new viral data set
was more diverged than the original viral data set but still less diverged than
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the enzyme data set (Figure 3.13). Despite this increased divergence in the
new viral data set, the strength of WCN–ER and RSA–ER correlations were
similar to the original viral data set. Additionally, the relationship between
measures of divergence and the strength of structure–rate correlations was similar for both viral data sets (Figures 3.11, 3.13). Even with the new approach
it was difficult to obtain viral alignments with high divergence, which may be
responsible for the lower structure–rate correlations still observed.

3.4

Discussion
The field of molecular evolution has a long history of attempting to

identify the factors that affect the rate at which proteins evolve. At the level
of whole-protein rates, some of the factors identified include expression level,
interactions with other protein partners [33, 64, 71, 110], and selection for the
costs of misfolding [22]. Recently, the emphasis has shifted towards explaining
rate variation among sites within proteins, which seems to be driven primarily
by biophysical, structural constraints [24, 25, 31, 32, 42, 88, 111, 112].
Among the structural constraints, packing density and relative solvent
accessibility have emerged as the two best structural predictors of evolutionary
rate [12, 31, 88, 111, 112]. Sites that are on the surface of the protein tend to
evolve faster than sites in the protein interior. Similarly, sites that are densely
packed and have more contacts tend to evolve slower and exhibit less sequence
variability than sites with fewer contacts. However, how strongly these two
structural quantities (solvent accessibility and local packing density) correlate
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with evolutionary rate at sites remains somewhat unclear.
Here we have examined the relationship between site variability and
the strength of structure–rate relationships by performing a direct comparison
of the enzyme data set from Yeh et al. [111] and the viral proteins from Shahmoradi et al. [88]. We have found that both WCN and RSA are significant
predictors of ER in enzymes, with 37% of the variation in ER explained (on
average) by WCN and 28% explained on average by RSA. In viral proteins,
both quantities perform weaker, explaining on average 8% and 7% of variation
in ER respectively. Therefore, when analyzed using the same methods the
data sets of Yeh et al. [111] and Shahmoradi et al. [88] both show that WCN
performs better than RSA.
In addition to RSA and WCN, we have also considered a third predictor, protein design rate (DR). Protein design had previously been used in
Shahmoradi et al. [88]. We have found that protein design rate is a much
poorer predictor of rates at sites than RSA and WCN are. This result could
represent a limitation in current methods of sequence space sampling techniques, limitations in the scoring function used in this study, or it could be
that protein design rate does not capture biophysical forces that are predictive
of evolutionary rates. For example, Ollikainen and Kortemme [68] published
a study that examined the ability of protein design to capture naturally occurring covariation of amino acids at sites. Although flexible-backbone design
was able to recapitulate some covariation from natural sequences, not all covariation could be explained by design, indicating that other forces besides
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structure could be involved in natural patterns of sequence covariation. Additionally, Jackson et al. [43] found that protein design did not recapture some
important structure–sequence patterns observed in yeast proteins. Notably, in
that study, designed proteins did not exhibit the same relationship between
solvent accessibility and site variability observed in natural proteins and hydrophobic residues were often underrepresented in the protein core. These
studies underscore the possibility that either current protein design methods
are imperfect at mimicking natural structural constraints or that structural
constraints do not capture all of the biophysical effects on sequence evolution.
In contrast to the rate predictors in the enzyme data set, for the viral
data set, the structural predictors (RSA, WCN, or DR) all performed poorly.
We have found that neither differences in structural features (WCN, RSA, or
DR) nor differences in evolutionary rates are likely a driving factor in the difference in correlation strength. Therefore, we have investigated the possibility
that there are fundamental differences in the two data sets themselves.
We have found that the lack of divergence within the viral proteins
of the data set taken from Shahmoradi et al. [88] is primarily responsible for
the observed low structure–rate correlations. For a protein to have a high
structure–rate correlation, there needs to be a high level of variability in divergence among the sites in the multiple–sequence alignment. In other words,
a protein must have a combination of sites that are highly conserved and sites
that are highly variable. If all sites in a protein are conserved or all sites
are saturated with many substitutions, so that there is no variability within
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the multiple–sequence alignment, then structure–rate correlations will be low.
This combination of highly conserved and highly variable sites will only occur
when there is an intermediate level of divergence. This is also why absolute
divergence has a much weaker relationship with the strength of structure–rate
correlations as compared to variance of entropy. Although it is critical for a
data set to have sufficient divergence, it is only a necessary and not a sufficient requirement for strong structure–rate correlations. The enzyme data set
of Yeh et al. [111] has a variety of proteins with differing levels of divergence
and, on average, has MSAs that are more diverged. The intermediate level of
divergence in these enzymes results in larger structure–rate correlations.
In addition, variation in selection at sites within a protein can affect the
strength of observed structure–rate correlations. Across a protein, structure
may differentially affect site variability and hence the strength of structure–
rate correlation strength varies. Selection against misfolding can constrain
residues within the protein core while selection for key protein-protein interactions [27,107] and/or against nonspecific protein-protein interactions [54] may
impact the variability seen on the protein surface. For example, important
binding sites on the surface of the protein might be constrained decreasing
the overall variability in variance of site variability. This would result in lower
observed structure–rate correlations.
Although proteins as a whole exhibit common selective pressures, depending on the type of protein there might be additional factors that affect
rate. Both viral proteins and enzymes exhibit some of the same selective pres64

sures such as selection for stability and pressure to fold and adopt the correct
native conformation. Enzymes are used to catalyze chemical reactions and as
such have additional constraints such as structural constraints for a proper
active site for catalytic function. On the other hand, viruses use their proteins to infect and replicate within their hosts. These proteins are utilized
to perform a variety of necessary functions for viral replication such as host
cellular entry [2, 80] and nuclear importation [84]. As host immune systems
attack these viruses, they evolve to escape from these host mechanisms resulting in signatures of positive selection within these proteins. Because of the
differences in selective pressures facing these two protein types there might be
different structural constraints on sequence variability and evolutionary rate.
We would like to emphasize that even though the distributions of average WCN and average RSA among proteins are similar for both data sets,
there could be other structural differences among the proteins in the two data
sets that might affect structure–rate correlations. Our purpose here was not
to provide a rigorous, detailed analysis of structural differences among the two
data sets. We only examined two obvious structural features (i.e., average
packing of residues and average residue solvent accessibility) and showed that
they are likely not the cause for the major discrepancy in correlation strengths
among the two data sets. More sophisticated structural analyses may identify unique structural features among viral proteins [104], and future research
will have to determine whether these features have a measurable impact on
structure–rate relationships. Furthermore, our results only apply to the two
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data sets discussed. Any additional general conclusions about the impact of
divergence on observed structure–rate correlations in other systems would need
further study.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution of correlation coefficients between structural properties and evolutionary rate (ER). (A) Spearman correlation coefficients between
RSA and ER for the two data sets (t test: P = 3.324 × 10−5 ). (B) Spearman
correlation coefficients between WCN and ER for the two data sets. For all
structural properties, on average, viral proteins show weaker correlations than
do enzymes (t test: P = 2.454 × 10−5 ).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of structure–rate correlations for the full data set
of enzymes and the designed set. (A) Comparison of Spearman correlation
coefficients for WCN–ER. (B) Comparison of Spearman correlation coefficients
for RSA–ER. For both WCN–ER and RSA–ER the mean of the distributions
for the designed set of enzymes is the same as that of the full data set of
enzymes (t test: P = 0.947 for WCN–ER, P = 0.419 for RSA–ER).
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Figure 3.3: Correlation Coefficients of Design Rate and evolutionary rate (ER).
Distributions of Spearman correlation coefficients between design rate (DR)
and evolutionary rate (ER) for the two data sets. Enzyme proteins have higher
correlations on average (t test: P = 7.50 × 10−4 ).
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of R2 for linear models of structural predictors of
evolutionary rate (ER) in enzymes. WCN, RSA, DR and all combinations
were used as predictors in a linear model with ER at sites as the response.
Very little variation in ER can be explained when using design rate (DR) as a
single predictor. For enzymes, only 32 proteins were included
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of R2 for linear models of structural predictors of
ER in viruses. WCN, RSA, DR and all combinations were used as predictors
in a linear model with evolutionary rate at sites as the response. Very little
variation in evolutionary rate can be predicted by RSA, WCN or DR in viral
proteins.
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Figure 3.6: Distribution of average structural properties for each protein in the
two data sets. (A) Distribution of average RSA. The distribution of average
RSA different are very similar for both data sets (t test: P = 0.027). (B)
Distribution of average WCN. The distribution of average WCN is the same
for both data sets (t test: P = 0.437).
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of structure–rate correlations with Mean RSA. (A)
Spearman correlations of WCN–ER vs. mean RSA. Proteins with residues
that are more exposed on average have slightly larger WCN–ER correlations
in magnitude (Spearman’s correlation test: ρ = 0.181, P = 7.653 × 10−3 ).
(B) Correlations of RSA–ER vs. mean RSA. Proteins with residues that are
more exposed on average also have slightly larger RSA–ER correlations in
magnitude (Spearman correlation test: ρ = −0.228, P = 7.241 × 10−3 ).
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of structure–rate correlations with Mean WCN. (A)
Spearman correlations of WCN–ER vs. mean WCN (Spearman correlation
test: ρ = −0.082, P = 0.2283). (B) Correlations of RSA–ER vs. mean WCN
(Spearman correlation test: ρ = 0.077, P = 0.2585). The average WCN of a
protein is not related to the strength of structure–rate correlations.
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Figure 3.9: Divergence of sequences within the data sets. (A) Distributions
of mean patristic distances for sequences in each protein alignment. Enzymes
have larger mean patristic distances (t test: P < 2.2 × 10−16 ). (B) Distributions of mean root-to-tip distances for sequences in each protein alignment.
Enzymes have larger mean root-to-tip distances (t test: P < 2.2 × 10−16 ). For
both measures of divergence, the proteins within the enzyme dataset are more
diverged. Divergence is relatively low between the viral proteins.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the mean of entropy and the variance of entropy
for individual proteins. (A) Variance in entropy at sites compared against
overall mean entropy for each protein. Five different enzymes are highlighted,
spanning the range of different combinations of high and low mean entropy
and entropy variance. The enzymes are colored in black and the virus proteins
are colored red. (B)–(F) Distributions of site-wise entropy values for the five
proteins highlighted in A. There are a variety of distributions in site entropy
for different proteins. Note: The protein denoted by the PDB ID 3GOL is a
viral protein.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of structure–rate correlations with variance of entropy at sites. (A) Comparison of Spearman Correlation Coefficients of
WCN–ER and variance of entropy for proteins. (Spearman’s correlation test:
ρ = −0.321, P = 1.526 × 10−6 using only the original protein data sets)
(B) Correlations of RSA–ER and variance of entropy for proteins (ρ = 0.236,
P = 4.756 × 10−4 using only the original protein data sets). Enzymes are
black, the viral proteins with the original alignments are in red, and the viral
proteins with the newly collected sequences are in turquoise. Enzymes have
more variance in entropy across proteins and have larger structure–rate correlations in magnitude for both RSA and WCN. Virus proteins represented
by the newly curated, more diverged alignments (see Methods) have similar
structure–rate correlations to the original viral protein data set.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of structure–rate correlations with mean Guidance
scores of proteins. (A) Comparison of Spearman correlation coefficients for
WCN–ER. (B) Comparison of Spearman correlation coefficients for RSA–ER.
Enzymes are black and viral proteins in red. Enzymes have more variation
in alignment quality among proteins and have a non-significant relationship
between alignment quality and structure–rate correlations (Spearman’s Correlation test: ρ = −0.023, P = 0.746 for WCN–ER and ρ = −0.132, P = 0.057
for RSA–ER). For viral proteins there is no significant relationship between
alignment quality and structure–rate correlations (ρ = −0.633, P = 0.076 for
WCN–ER and ρ = 0.317, P = 0.410 for RSA–ER).
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of structure–rate correlations with divergence. (A)
Spearman correlations of WCN and ER vs. mean pairwise distance (Spearman?s correlation test: ρ = −0.117, P = 0.086 for WCN–ER). (B) Correlations of RSA and ER vs. mean pairwise distance. Enzymes are black, the
viral proteins with the original alignments are in red, and the viral proteins
with the newly collected sequences are in turquoise. Proteins that are more
diverged (as represented by mean pairwise distance) have stronger RSA–ER
correlations (Spearman’s correlation test: ρ = 0.161, P = 0.017).
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3.6

Tables

Table 3.1: Averages of Spearman correlation coefficients between structural
properties and evolutionary rate (ER). The structural properties analyzed are
RSA, WCN, and predicted rate of designed proteins (DR). The analysis was
performed on two data sets, one comprised of 208 enzyme monomers and comprised of nine viral proteins. Structure–ER correlations are higher in absolute
magnitude in enzymes.
Dataset hρER–WCN i
Enzyme
−0.626
Virus
−0.207

hρER–RSA i
0.549
0.184

hρER–DR ia
0.240
−0.022

hρER–WCN ia
−0.625
−0.207

hρER–RSA ia
0.561
0.184

Note:
a
Correlations coefficients calculated using the 32 enzyme proteins and nine
viral proteins for which there were designed sequences.
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Chapter 4
Computational prediction of the tolerance to
amino-acid deletion in green-fluorescent
protein

This work is in review in the journal PLOS ONE.1

4.1

Introduction
Proteins must fold into the correct shape in order to function prop-

erly. Mutations in DNA can cause amino-acid substitutions that can have a
critical effect on the ability of a protein to fold and, hence function, properly.
The result is that the evolution of protein sequences is constrained by protein structure. In fact, there have been several works that have examined the
effect of protein structure on the evolution of proteins [56, 90, 109, 115]. However, most of these recent studies have only considered the effects of structure
on amino-acid substitutions. How protein structure constrains the functional
consequences of deletions within proteins is less understood.
Recently, Arpino et al. [5] mapped the functional consequences of dele1

E. L. Jackson, S. J. Spielman, and C. O. Wilke. Computational prediction of the
tolerance to amino-acid deletion in green-fluorescent protein. In review. C. O. Wilke helped
to design the project and write the manuscript. S. J. Spielman helped write the manuscript.
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tions in enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP). The authors found that,
on average, functional mutants were largely found in unstructured loop regions
as opposed to the highly structured beta sheets and alpha helices. In addition,
non-functional mutants were more likely to have deletions in residues that had
lower solvent accessibility. The results from this study indicate that structure
may play a critical role in whether a deletion at a given residue will be tolerated. However, this hypothesis was not rigorously tested. Here we carefully
examine whether structural constraints may impact the relationship between
deletions and function in EFGP. We do so by determining whether structural
properties can be used to determine whether or not a deletion will result in a
functional protein.
In previous studies on the structural predictors of evolutionary rate,
both solvent accessibility and local packing density (LPD) have emerged as
two prominent structural predictors of evolutionary rate at sites. Solvent accessibility is a measure of the amount of solvent that a given residues comes
into contact with. Solvent exposure is often measured by relative solvent accessibility (RSA) (Figure 1.1A). Sites with an RSA of one are completely exposed
to solvent. These sites are found on the surface of the protein. Sites with a
RSA of zero are buried and do not interact with solvent at all. In proteins,
RSA has a positive relationship with evolutionary rate. Residues that have
high RSA evolve more quickly [12, 31, 32, 38, 65, 69, 85].
Local packing density (LPD) measures how tightly packed a given
residue is within the three-dimensional structure of the protein. Residues
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that are tightly packed have many given neighbors within a structure. LPD is
often measured by weighted contact number (WCN) (Figure 1.1B). The WCN
of a residue is calculated by the sum of the inverse of the radius between that
residue and all of its neighbors. In proteins, WCN has a negative relationship
with evolutionary rate. Residues that have high WCN (i.e., are tightly packed
within the three-dimensional structure) evolve more slowly [42, 55, 111, 112].
Since both of these properties have shown to be significant predictors of evolution at sites, we use both of these properties along with the secondary structure
(SS) of a residue to predict whether a deletion will yield a functional protein.
In addition, we use protein design to explicitly model and computationally score each mutant and use these scores as a predictor of functional status.
We find that all three simple structural properties (i.e., WCN, RSA, SS) are
significant predictors of whether a deletion will be tolerated at a given site.
We also find that using protein design to explicitly model deletions within the
structural context results in better predictive power than using either RSA or
SS as a single predictor of functional status. WCN is the best single predictor of whether a deletion will result in a functional protein. However, using
computational scores from designed proteins in a model with other structural
predictors does result in improved predictions. Overall, protein structure appears to be a crucial factor in determining tolerance to deletion in proteins.
This implies that lack of function due to deletions is, at least in part, a result
of structural disruption leading to incorrect folding.
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4.2
4.2.1

Materials and Methods
Functional Data for Mutants
For our analysis we used the crystal structure of EGFP (PDB ID:

4EUL). All functional data corresponding to each mutant was taken from
Arpino et al. [5]. Briefly, using a transposon-mediated directed evolution trinucleotide deletion experimental approach [44, 91], Arpino et al. [5] made trinucleotide deletions within the DNA sequence of EGFP. Due to their approach,
mutations could span multiple codons and mutants could result in proteins
with double deletions, single deletions, or a deletion and a non-synonymous
substitution. After making the deletions, Arpino et al. selected a set of mutants and separated and described each mutant as functional or non-functional.
Functional mutants were those that still resulted in E. coli that exhibited the
fluorescent green phenotype when screened with UV light. Hereinafter we call
deletions tolerated if the protein still allows the E. coli to exhibit the fluorescent phenotype when under UV light and non-tolerant deletions are those
that do not. After selecting, assaying, and sorting each mutant, the final data
set was comprised of 87 unique mutants, 42 of which were functional and 45
of which were non-functional.
We only chose a subset of the original mutants. If a mutant had two
unique deletions at the nucleotide level but resulted in the same translated
product we only kept one mutant representing the final translated protein
sequence. This resulted in the removal of one mutant. We removed four nonfunctional mutants that resulted in the introduction of stop codons into the
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sequence. We also removed mutants that had mutations in the N-terminus, Cterminus, or the chromophore. Lastly, we removed mutants with two deletions.
In total our data set was comprised of 72 mutants, 34 of which were functional
and 38 of which were non-functional.
4.2.2

Calculation of Structural Properties
We calculated the solvent accessibility (ASA) for each deleted residue

using DSSP [46]. We normalized ASA to obtain relative solvent accessibility
(RSA) by normalizing each residue by the maximum solvent accessibility for
each residue type (from Table 1 in Tien et al. [103]). We calculated the sidechain weighted contact number (WCN) as defined by Marcos and Echave [59].
Side-chain WCN is defined as:

WCNi =

N
X
1
r2
i6=j ij

(4.1)

where rij is distance between the geometric center of the side-chain atoms of
residue i and the geometric center of the side-chain atoms of residue j in a
protein that is N residues long. For glycine residues, the Cα atom was used
instead of the geometric center. Although previous studies have often used
WCN calculated with Cα atoms, recent work has shown that using the center
of mass of the entire side-chain results in stronger correlations between WCN
and evolutionary rate [59]. Therefore we use side-chain WCN throughout our
study. We predicted the secondary structure (SS) for each deleted residue
using Psipred [11, 45].
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4.2.3

Structural Modeling
For structural modeling we used the crystal structure of enhanced green

fluorescent protein (EGFP) as the wildtype from Arpino et al. [6] (PDB ID:
4EUL). EGFP is an engineered mutant of the naturally occurring protein,
green florescent protein (GFP), found in Aequorea victoria, a jellyfish. The
structure of EGFP is formed by a beta-barrel composed of eleven beta sheets
(Figure 4.1). The chromophore that results in the green fluorescent phenotype is in the middle of an alpha-helix that is housed in the middle of this
beta-barrel. Before modeling we had to design an EGFP structure without
the chromophore molecule. We used RosettaModel [41] to do this. First we
removed all non-protein and non-chromophore atoms from the crystal structure. Second, we deleted the chromophore molecule from the structure. We
renumbered the structure such that the first residue was numbered one and all
following residues were numbered sequentially. Before modeling, we then used
the relax protocol [19, 67] in Rosetta to optimize and re-pack the side-chains.
We created 100 structures in Rosetta using the relax protocol and selected
the best model as the template for design based on total score, with the best
score being the most negative. We used the following commands for the relax
protocol.

-database /path/to/rosetta_database
-s 4EUL_no_cro.pdb
-ignore_unrecognized_res
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-use_input_sc
-constrain_relax_to_start_coords
-nstruct 100
-relax:fast
-overwrite
-out:file:scorefile relax_scorefile.fasc
-out:path:pdb ./output_pdbs/

We used Psipred [11, 45] to predict the secondary structure of EGFP.
Using this secondary structure information we used RosettaRemodel to insert the three chromophore-forming residues (i.e., Thr65-Tyr66-Gly67) into
the structure where the original chromophore was. Based on the secondary
structure information, we built the insert with a helical backbone. In addition
to inserting these three residues, we also designed two residues on either side
of the insertion to accommodate any major structural changes created by the
insertion. The following flags were used for this remodeling procedure.

-database /path/to/rosetta_database
-s 4EUL_no_cro_relaxed.pdb
-remodel:blueprint design_blueprint.txt
-run:chain A
-num_trajectory 5
-save_top 5
-ex1
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-ex2
-extrachi_cutoff 1
-use_input_sc
-linmem_ig 10
-remodel:use_pose_relax
-out:file:scorefile design_protocol.fasc
-out:path:pdb ./output_pdbs/
-remodel:hb_srbb 1.0
-overwrite
We made five structures using RosettaRomodel. We chose the best
candidate from these structures based on overall score and manual inspection.
This structure served as our wild-type template for modeling the mutants. We
used Modeller [28] to model each of the 72 selected mutants from Arpino et
al. [5]. First, for each target mutant we created a target-template sequence
alignment by aligning the sequence for the mutant to the wild-type template
structure sequence for EGFP using the software MAFFT [47,48]. We specified
the “auto” flag in MAFFT to specify the optimal alignment algorithm for each
alignment. This designed and relaxed EGFP with no chromophore served as
our template structure. We used Modeller to model 25 homology modeling
structures for each mutant.
We relaxed the resulting 25 modeled structures for each mutant using
the relax protocol in Rosetta. Below are the flags used for this relaxation
procedure.
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-database /path/to/rosetta_database
-l pdb_list.txt
-ignore_unrecognized_res
-use_input_sc
-constrain_relax_to_start_coords
-flip_HNQ
-no_optH false
-nstruct 4
-relax:fast
-overwrite
-out:file:scorefile scorefile.fasc
-out:path:pdb ./output_pdbs/
For each protein we generated four relaxed structures. As a result
there were 100 final structures that corresponded to each mutant (25 Modeller
models x 4 relaxed structures each = 100 structures). We used the mean
Rosetta score for each of the 100 structures as a predictor of deletion tolerance.
A schematic of the entire RosettaRemodel protocol is visualized in Figure 4.2.
All scripts and data can be found at https://github.com/wilkelab/EGFP_
deletion_prediction.
4.2.4

Statistical Analysis of Functional Status
We used two different machine learning approaches to predict functional

status using structural predictors, logistic regression and a support vector
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machine. For each approach we used the same models. We used WCN, RSA,
SS, and “mean score” as our structural predictors. Mean score is the average
Rosetta score from each of the 100 modeled structures for each mutant. For
each model, we used either the structural predictor by itself or in combination
with others. We tried all combinations of the structural predictors. For the
logistic regression analysis we used the “glm()” function in R [79] with “family
= binomial” to specify the logic link function.
We implemented a supervised support vector machine algorithm using
the “e1071” [63] package in R [79]. For our support vector machine we used a
radial basis kernel with default parameters (i.e., gamma = (1/data dimension)
and the default cost of constraint violation (C) of one).
For each approach we used 10-fold cross validation for each model.
Briefly, for each data set, all points in the nine other data sets were used as
a training data set to train a model and then that trained model was used
to make predictions for the remaining mutants. ROC curves for each model
were obtained by pooling all of the predictions from the 10 test data sets and
plotting the true positive rate versus the false positive rate for each model.
The true positive rate represents the number of mutants that were correctly
identified as tolerated. This was calculated as the number of mutants identified
as tolerated by the model divided by the number of known tolerated mutants.
The false positive rate represents the percent of mutants that are incorrectly
identified as tolerated. This was calculated by dividing the number mutants
that were falsely identified as tolerated by the model divided by the number
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of known non-tolerated mutants. We used the Area Under the Curve (AUC)
value of each of the ROC curves from the predicted data points to assess
the predictive ability of each model. We call this the “cross-validated AUC”.
We repeated the cross validation procedure 100 times and calculated a mean
cross-validated AUC for each model. A mean cross-validated AUC value of
0.5 implies random prediction. Any value over 0.5 implies better than random
prediction by the model and an AUC of 1 implies perfect prediction.

4.3

Results
Here we attempted to examine the effect of protein structure on dele-

tions using EGFP as a test case. To examine the relationship between protein
structure and tolerance to deletion we took functional data for 72 EGFP mutants from Arpino et al. (2014) [5]. A given structure was tolerated if after the
deletion the protein was still functional. For each mutant protein we measured
RSA, WCN and SS for the deleted residue. We predicted the secondary structure (SS) for each mutant using Psipred [11]. In addition, for each of the 72
mutants, using RosettaRemodel and Modeller, two computational modeling
techniques, we used the wild-type structure as a template to design structures
for each deletion (or deletion followed by a substitution). For each mutant we
designed 100 structures and calculated the mean Rosetta score. We called the
mean of the Rosetta scores for these 100 designed structures the “mean score”
and used it as an additional structural property.
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4.3.1

Variation in structural properties between non–tolerated and
tolerated deletions
In this data set we have found that residues that had deletions that

resulted in non-functional proteins had lower RSA (Figure 4.3A, t test: P =
1.030 × 10−3 ). Likewise, residues that resulted in non-tolerated deletions had
higher WCN on average (Figure 4.3B, t test: P = 2.998 × 10−7 ). In Arpino et
al. [5], the authors noted that most of the functional deletions were present in
unstructured loop regions and that most of the non-tolerated deletions were
found in the highly structure beta sheets. We verified this trend (Figure 4.3C).
In addition to RSA, WCN, and SS, we used protein design and homology modeling to explicitly model each mutant. For each mutant we created 100 models
(for protocol see methods) and calculated a ”mean score”, which is the average
of the computational scores from all 100 models. We found that, on average,
mutants that were classified as tolerated had lower (more negative) scores (Figure 4.3D, t test: P = 2.084 × 10−6 ). This suggests that computational scores
of designed proteins are somewhat indicative of deletion tolerance. Overall,
we found that structural properties vary between tolerated and non-tolerated
deletions.
4.3.2

Functional Classification Prediction
The systematic variation in structural properties between tolerated and

non-tolerated deletions suggested that structure was indeed a viable metric for
predicting tolerance to deletions. Therefore we attempted to use these struc-
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tural properties to directly predict the functional status of a given mutant.
First we attempted to use solvent accessibility (as measured by RSA) and local packing density (as measured by WCN) to predict tolerance to deletion.
We used RSA and WCN as single predictors of functional status in two logistic
regression models. We used 10-fold cross validation for each model (see Materials and Methods for details). WCN is a much better predictor of functional
status than RSA (a mean cross-validated AUC of 0.820 for WCN versus 0.681
for RSA on the test mutants). Nevertheless, both WCN and RSA were significant predictors of function (Table 4.1) and both models made predictions that
are significantly better than random chance (i.e., mean cross-validated AUC
greater than 0.5).
We next attempted to see if the secondary structure (SS) of a residue
could be used to predict the effect of deletion on functional status. Secondary
structure for a given residue had three possible values: beta sheet (sheet),
alpha helix (helix), or loop (loop). The mean cross-validated AUC for a model
with SS as a single predictor was 0.706. This implies that the location of
residue in a given structured or unstructured region is a better predictor of
tolerance to deletion than the solvent accessibility of a residue, but a weaker
predictor than WCN. Interestingly, the mean AUC when using the entire data
set to train the model (the model AUC) with SS as a single predictor was much
higher than that of the corresponding mean cross-validated AUC value. For
WCN and RSA the AUC value for the model was much more similar to the
cross-validated AUC value. This suggests that models SS are more sensitive to
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the training set used and that WCN and RSA are more consistent predictors
when developing a model predicting tolerance to deletions.
As a final predictor we used the average score of the 100 designed structure scores (mean score) as a single predictor of functional status. Although
mean score was a better predictor than RSA and SS, WCN was still the best
predictor of tolerance to deletion of a residue (Table 4.1). However, it is
possible that modeling each individual mutant might be useful for developing a more predictive model of functional tolerance to deletion by adding it
as an additional predictor to a model with RSA, WCN, or SS. Therefore we
built additional models that used RSA, WCN, SS, and mean score in various
combinations. Indeed, using mean score in combination with other structural
predictors did increase predictive ability (Table 4.1). The overall best model
for predicting functional status was the model with RSA, WCN, and mean
score as predictors with a mean cross-validated AUC value of 0.902. This
model was significantly better than the next best model, the model with RSA,
WCN, and SS as predictors, which had a mean cross-validated AUC value of
0.885 (t test: P < 2.2 × 10−16 ). In fact, four of the top six logistic regression
models scored by mean cross-validated AUC had mean score as a predictor.
We used a second machine learning approach to predict functional status using the same four predictors. We used a support vector machine (SVM)
to predict functional status using WCN, RSA, SS, and mean score as predictors. Once again we used 10-fold validation of our models and used mean
cross-validated AUC again as a measure of prediction accuracy. Except in the
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case of the model with WCN, SS and mean score as predictors of functional
status, the mean cross-validated AUC value for all models were higher when
using logistic regression (Figure 4.5). However, differences between the two
approaches were minor and most of the results from the SVM analysis largely
agreed with those from the logistic regression analysis (Table 4.2). Although
in a slightly different order (the second and third scoring models are reversed),
the top six scoring models are the same as those in the logistic regression analysis. The model with RSA, WCN and mean score as predictor was once again
the best scoring model. With a mean cross-validated AUC value of 0.873,
it was significantly better than the second best model, the model with all
four predictors, that had a mean cross-validated AUC value of 0.871 (t test:
P = 4.163 × 10−6 ).
It appears that explicitly modeling of mutants and adding the derived
mean score as a predictor to a model with other structural properties did indeed increase predictive ability of functional status. However, it is possible
that adding mean score as an additional predictor increased predictive ability
by predicting noise. Therefore we performed a principal component analysis of
the structural predictor variables and regressed the response (i.e., functional
status) on the components. Most of the variance in the data could be explained
by PC1 and the non-functional and functional mutants largely separated along
PC1 (Figure 4.4A). By plotting the loadings of each of the structural variables
on the principal component axes we could see which variables were related
in terms of the amount of variation that they explained. Most of the struc-
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tural variables generally loaded on PC1 (except for beta sheet) but differed
in whether they loaded negatively or positively on PC2 (Figure 4.4B). Mean
score loaded positively on PC1 and negatively on PC2. RSA, WCN and all
secondary structure elements slightly differed in terms of how they loaded
on the two axes. This implies that mean score increased predictively ability
because it explained additional variation that was not captured by the other
structural variables. Therefore it appears that explicitly designing proteins for
each mutant does help provide more accurate predictions of whether a given
deletion will be accepted.

4.4

Discussion
Here we performed a systematic study to investigate how protein struc-

ture affects tolerance to deletion by using structural properties to predict tolerance to deletions using enhanced green florescent protein (EGFP) as a model
protein. We first determined the extent to which WCN and RSA could be used
to predict whether a given deletion would be tolerated (i.e., result in a functional protein product) or non-tolerated. Both RSA and WCN could be used to
predict functional status with WCN being the best predictor. In this data set,
we have found that residues that had deletions that resulted in non-functional
proteins had lower RSA. In addition, deletions that resulted in non-functional
proteins often had higher WCN. These two trends are consistent with current
evidence that residues on the surface of proteins evolve more quickly and that
residues that are densely packed evolve slower [31, 42, 55, 88, 111, 112]. This
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suggests that deletions at sites in proteins might undergo similar selective
constraints as do amino-acid substitutions at sites.
In a previous study, Arpino et al. (2014) found that structured areas
(i.e., beta sheets and alpha helices) were enriched for residues that were not
tolerant to deletions. Deletions that occurred in disordered regions (ex. loops)
were often more tolerated. This is in line with earlier work that found that
most indels are found in turns, coils, or disordered loops and are much rarer
in the more structured alpha helix and beta sheet regions of proteins [72,105].
Therefore we added SS as an additional predictor. We found that WCN and
RSA were both better predictors of functional status after deletion. However,
in this work we only focused on mutations that resulted in single residue
deletions. Although the majority of deletions found in proteins are between
1-5 residues in length, there have been some deletions that are much longer
in length [15, 72, 102]. Therefore in order to truly examine the relationship
between secondary structure and the functional status of deletions we would
need to include deletions that are longer in length in future work.
In addition to using these simple structural properties to predict tolerance to deletion we also used protein design to explicitly model each mutant
and used average model score as a predictor of functional status after deletion. We have found that while the average score of designed models was a
good predictor of functional status, WCN was still a better predictor of functional status. However, we used mean score in combination with the other
three structural predictors in a series of models to determine whether or not
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explicitly modeling each mutation might result in improved models when used
in combination with the other predictors. While WCN was found to be the
best single structural predictor of deletion, computational modeling generally
resulted in better prediction capability no matter what method was used for
prediction (i.e., logistic regression or SVM). This suggests that the explicit
modeling is adding some information that allows for predicting tolerance to
deletions when using machine learning techniques.
In general RSA and WCN, both simple measures of protein structure
that have been previously, are both good predictors of deletion tolerance in
structures. Since both of these measures are also implicated in the constraints
on substitutions at sites, it is likely that these two measures can be generalized
to all proteins in terms of their role of constraining deletions at sites. However,
secondary structure may not be a good structural predictor of deletion tolerance in all proteins. Although previous research has implicated that deletions
at residues in beta sheets are often non-tolerated, our PCA analysis suggests
that most of this effect may be attributed to packing density and solvent accessibility. In order to untangle the effect of secondary structure future work
using more proteins will need to be performed. Overall, our work suggests
that structure does constrain tolerance to deletion at sites. However, here we
only studied one protein, EGFP. More studies that incorporate many proteins
will be necessary to fully understand the role structure plays in the functional
effects of deletions in proteins.
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4.5

Figures

Figure 4.1: Structural Representation of enhanced GFP (EGFP). Secondary
structure elements are colored. Beta sheets are colored in red, alpha helices
are colored in cyan and loops are in magenta. The chromophore responsible
for florescence is colored in green. The structure of EGFP is formed by a betabarrel composed of eleven beta sheets. The chromophore that results in the
green fluorescent phenotype is in the middle of an alpha helix that is housed
in the middle of this beta-barrel.
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the computational modeling pipeline. The colors represent variation between structural models produced by each protocol.
After removing the chromophore, we used the relax protocol in Rosetta to optimize the structure. We chose the lowest scoring model from the 100 created
models as our modeling template. We used RosettaRemodel to model the
EGFP structure without the chromophore. Using the lowest scoring model
from the protocol as our template, we used Modeller to model 25 mutants for
each deletion mutant. We used the relax protocol to create four optimized
structures for each of the 25 homology models for each mutant. We took the
mean of the 100 models and used this as a predictor of functional status for
each mutant.
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Figure 4.3: Distributions of Structural Properties for EGFP Mutants. (A)
Distribution of RSA. Residues with tolerated deletions are more exposed than
residues with non-tolerated deletions (t test: P = 1.030 × 10−3 ). (B) Distribution of WCN. On average, residues with tolerated deletions have lower WCN
than residues with non-tolerated deletions. (t test: P = 2.998 × 10−7 ). (C)
Distribution of mean score for EGFP Mutants. Residues that are tolerant to
deletion have lower scores (i.e., more negative) on average than non-tolerant
residues (t test: P = 2.084×10−6 ). (D) Secondary structure of mutants. Nontolerated deletions are colored in blue and tolerated deletions are in red. The
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tolerated and result in a functioning fluorescent phenotype. 78.3% and 66.7%
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Tables
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Table 4.1: Summary of AUC values for logistic regression models using structure to predict functional status. The structural properties analyzed are RSA,
WCN, SS, and mean score. The SS of a residue was classified as beta sheet,
alpha helix or loop. Mean score is the mean of the Rosetta scores for 100
models of a given mutant. Each property was used as a single predictor or
in combination with the other three structural predictors to predict the functional status of a given mutant. Functional status was taken from Arpino et
al. [5]. We report the mean Area Under the Curve (AUC) of 100 trials for
each model for the test data (mean cross-validated AUC). We also report the
AUC for the model fitted on the entire data set (AUC of Model). Models
are sorted in decreasing order by mean cross-validated AUC. The model with
RSA, WCN and mean score has the best predictive ability.
Model
RSA + WCN + Mean Score
RSA + WCN + SS
RSA + WCN + Mean Score + SS
WCN + Mean Score
RSA + WCN
WCN + SS + Mean Score
WCN + SS
WCN
RSA + Mean Score
Mean Score
RSA + SS + Mean Score
SS + Mean Score
RSA + SS
SS
RSA

AUC of Model
0.930
0.920
0.923
0.875
0.876
0.842
0.872
0.817
0.834
0.875
0.850
0.842
0.808
0.844
0.699
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Mean cross-validated AUC ± Standard Error
0.902 ± 0.0007
0.885 ± 0.0009
0.880 ± 0.0010
0.861 ± 0.0004
0.860 ± 0.0006
0.844 ± 0.0008
0.841 ± 0.0008
0.820 ± 0.0005
0.814 ± 0.0007
0.800 ± 0.0005
0.799 ± 0.0012
0.790 ± 0.0014
0.769 ± 0.0011
0.706 ± 0.0020
0.681 ± 0.0007

Table 4.2: Summary of AUC values when using a support vector machine to
predict functional status. The structural properties analyzed are RSA, WCN,
SS, and mean score. Mean score is the mean of the Rosetta scores for 100
models of a given mutant. Each property was used as a single predictor or in
combination with the other three structural predictors to predict the functional
status of a given mutant. We report the mean Area Under the Curve (AUC)
of 100 trials for each model for the test data (cross-validated AUC). We also
report the AUC of the model for the model fitted on the entire data set (Model
AUC). Models are sorted in decreasing order by mean cross-validated AUC.
The model that is the best at making predictions is the model with RSA,
WCN and mean score as structural predictors.
Model
RSA + WCN + Mean Score
RSA + WCN + Mean Score + SS
RSA + WCN + SS
WCN + SS + Mean Score
WCN + Mean Score
RSA + WCN
RSA + SS + Mean Score
WCN + SS
RSA + Mean Score
Mean Score
WCN
SS + Mean Score
RSA + SS
SS
RSA

Model AUC
0.937
0.937
0.918
0.901
0.908
0.913
0.885
0.868
0.872
0.815
0.820
0.852
0.821
0.864
0.755
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Mean cross-validated AUC ± Standard Error
0.873 ± 0.0011
0.871 ± 0.0010
0.864 ± 0.0015
0.859 ± 0.0008
0.851 ± 0.0009
0.845 ± 0.0014
0.791 ± 0.0016
0.788 ± 0.0016
0.787 ± 0.0020
0.767 ± 0.0014
0.754 ± 0.0016
0.753 ± 0.0022
0.745 ± 0.0025
0.690 ± 0.0020
0.634 ± 0.0025

Chapter 5
Computational prediction of zoonotic
transmission of Machupo Virus

5.1

Introduction
This work was previously published as part of a paper in the journal

Journal of Virology.1
Host-switching occurs when a virus has the ability to “jump” from its
reservoir host species into another species, such as humans. The ability of
viruses to host-switch into humans has resulted in outbreaks that have led to
the loss of numerous human lives. One such virus is Machupo, a New World
Arenavirus. The virus family Arenaviridae contains at least 23 viruses and is
split into two main, geographically distinct groups, the Old World Arenaviruses
and the New World Arenaviruses [13]. The New World Arenaviruses reside
in South America, due to their association with their South American rodent
hosts. Several New World Arenaviruses have the ability to infect humans and
cause hemorrhagic fever. Junı́n (JUNV), Sabia (SABV), Guanarito (GTOV),
1
S. A. Kerr, E. L. Jackson, O. I. Lungu, A. G. Meyer, A. Demogines, A. D. Ellington,
G. Georgiou, C. O. Wilke, and S. L. Sawyer. Computational and Functional Analysis of the
Virus-Receptor Interface Reveals Host Range Trade-Offs in New World Arenavirus. Journal
of Virology, 89:11643–11653, 2013. A.G. Meyer, O. I. Lungu helped design experiments. S.
Sawyer and C. O. Wilke helped to design the project and write the manuscript.
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and Machupo (MACV) virus cause Venezuelan, Argentinian, Brazilian, and
Bolivian hemorrhagic fever, respectively [70]. Mortality rates for infected humans are between 15 − 30% [9, 13].
The native host of Machupo virus is Calomys callosus (C. callosus),
the large vesper mouse, a South American rodent. However, Machupo virus
through cross-species transmission, has the ability to infect humans. Infection
by Machupo causes hemorrhagic fever in humans that can result in severe
sickness and death [13]. Machupo virus has been responsible for several deaths
as a result of sporadic outbreaks within South America. Understanding the
molecular mechanisms of how Machupo Viruse and other viruses are able to
host-switch will aid us in predicting disease outbreaks and developing critical
strategies for preventing morbidity and mortality.
The primary viral protein responsible for mediating the interaction between the host cell and the virus is glycoprotein 1 (GP1), through its binding
of the host receptor protein [1, 80, 81]. In New World Arenaviruses the host
receptor utilized for entry is the transferrin receptor 1 (TfR1), a ubiquitous
protein that is involved in cell iron-uptake [4]. After binding by GP1, the viral
glycoprotein 2 (GP2) initiates fusion of the viral and host membranes. Efficient
use of TfR1 has been shown to be the most important determinant of whether
Machupo virus will successfully infect a new host [81]. It has been shown that
Machupo virus cannot use Rattus norvegicus (Brown Rat) and Mus musculus
(mouse) TfR1 as an efficient receptors for entry [81]. However, human TfR1
and the C.callosus are both viable receptors. The ability of Machupo virus to
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use a host receptor is indicative of which species it can infect. Therefore, a
computational method that predicts receptor binding will allow us to predict
cellular entry by Machupo.
Using homology modeling and protein docking, we developed a method
to predict binding efficiency within the interface of the MACV GP1-TfR1 interaction. Using Modeller, a homology modeling protocol, we modeled various
MACV GP1-TfR1 interactions. After modeling, we used RosettaDock [14]
to dock the receptors to GP1 and then computationally assessed the binding
efficiency of each receptor. We then compared our computational results with
experimental entry data for these interactions. Using this method, we were
able to computationally confirm the ability of MACV to efficiently utilize a
given host receptor and, by proxy, infect a given host species. We found that
our modeling pipeline could accurately recapitulate MACV host entry patterns. In addition, our pipeline was able to successfully discriminate between
the entry pattern between human hTfR1 and human hTfR1 L212V, a SNP for
which there is preliminarily evidence that has shown that it provides protection from MACV in vitro [20]. All together our computational pipeline was
able to generally predict host entry patterns in Machupo virus.

5.2

Materials and Methods
We developed a computational pipeline in order to computational pre-

dict the binding affinity in the MACV GP1-TfR1 system. First using the
co-crystal structure of MACV GP1-hTfR1 as a template, homology modeling
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was used to determine structures for several MACV GP1-TfR1 complexes. We
used the software Modeller [28] to model eight MACV GP1-TfR1 complexes.
Due to its important function in cellular iron-uptake, transferrin receptor 1
is highly conserved. For example, the sequence identity between the rat and
human transferrin receptor 1 is approximately 76 percent. This high sequence
identity allowed for efficient homology modeling.
The TfR1s for this study included five naturally occurring TfR1s: Calomys
callous (C. callous), Rattus norvegicus (rat), Mus musculus (mouse), Homo
sapiens (human) and human L212V. The human L212V receptor is identical
to hTfR1 except that there is a valine at position 212. In addition, we modeled
three additional chimeras that had amino-acid swaps in the critical binding
region between MACV GP1 and TfR1. We called these three chimeras rat–
short, rat–long, and mouse–human. The rat–short chimera is the rat TfR1
with a five residue swap (SNDIP to NGVYL) from C. callosus, corresponding
to residues 207 to 212 in hTfR1. The rat–short chimera is the rat TfR1 with
a ten residue swap (SGSNIDPVEA to ASNGVYLES), which includes the five
residue from rat–short along with five additional amino acids. These residues
correspond to residues 205 to 215 in hTfR1 The mouse–human chimera is the
mouse TfR1 with a five amino acid swap (NLDP to RLVYL) from the human
TfR1. These amino acids correspond to residues 208 to 212 in hTfR1. Figure
5.1 depicts an alignment of the TfR1s used in this study.
Modeller needs a sequence alignment between the template structure
and the target sequence. The sequences for the human, rat, and mouse trans109

ferrin receptors were supplied by the Sawyer Lab at UT Austin (see Kerr et
al. (2015) for details). For the mouse and rat receptors, we only used the
sequence regions that aligned with the hTfR1 sequence from the co-crystal
structure. We made the appropriate swaps in the rat, mouse and human sequences to create sequences for the rat–short, rat–long, mouse–human and
human L212V receptors. MAFFT [47, 48] was used to align the template and
target sequences. The “auto” flag was given to the program to select the
optimal alignment protocol.
The template for all models was the co-crystal structure for MACV
GP1-hTfR1 (PDB ID: 3KAS) (Figure 5.2). All of the non-amino acid residues
were removed and the structure was renumbered so that the numbering started
from 1. This was done so that the structure would be compatible with the
Rosetta protein-modeling suite that was used for the docking protocol. For
each MACV GP1-TfR1, we made 100 models using the basic Modeller homology modeling protocol. We then used the loop-modeling protocol to re-model
the loops for each modeled structure. Therefore our resulting dataset consisted
of 100 MACV GP1-TfR1 complexes for each MACV GP1-TfR1 interaction.
Afterwards, each of the 100 complexes from Modeller was re-docked in
RosettaDock [14]. We re-docked the complexes to refine the docked orientation
of the new TfR1 relative to the MACV GP1. Because the relative docking
orientation of the new MACV GP1-TfR1 may be different than MACV GP1hTfR1, we used the rigid-body moves in RosettaDock to allow for backbone
movements that may occur that help the new complex properly dock. For each
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structure, we generated 100 docked complexes using RosettaDock. Therefore
the final modeling set for each transferrin receptor consisted of 10,000 docked
complexes. When comparing across species we compared the mean interface
score of the top 10 models for each complex as a comparison metric for binding.
Figure 5.3 shows an overview of the computational modeling protocol.
Before docking the template for docking must be prepacked in Rosetta.
For prepacking, we used the docking prepack protocol in Rosetta with the
following flags:
-database /path/to/rosetta/database
-l pdb_list.txt #List of structures to prepack
-docking:partners A_B
-ex1
-ex2aro
-use_input_sc
-out:file:fullatom
-out:path:pdb ./output_pdbs/
For docking, we used the RosettaDock docking protocol with the following
flags:
-database /path/to/rosetta/database
-l pdb_list.txt #List of prepacked structures
-partners A_B
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-dock_pert 3 8
-spin
-ex1
-ex2aro
-use_input_sc
-nstruct 100
-out:file:scorefile score_filename.fasc
-out:path:pdb ./output_pdbs/
We also compared the results of our pipeline to functional entry data
from Kerr et al. (2015) [49] to assess the accuracy of our pipeline.

5.3

Results
The results from the modeling approach can be seen in Figure 5.4. The

mean interface score of the top ten models for a given complex is a computational measure of binding affinity, with more negative scores indicating higher
binding affinity. As mentioned earlier, mouse and rat are inefficient cellular
receptors for MACV. This is captured in the computational results. Both rat
and mouse TfR1 have higher (less negative) interface scores implying Machupo
does not bind to these receptors efficiently. Human, C. callosus, mouse–human
and rat–long all have similar binding interface scores. These binding scores
are much more negative indicating better binding between the MACV GP1
and TfR1. Recall that the mouse–human mutant was created by swapping five
amino acids from human TfR1 that reside in the portion that contacts MACV
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GP1 into the mouse TfR1. The rat–short and rat–long chimeras were created
by swapping five and ten amino acids from the C. callosus TfR1 interface region into the rat receptor, respectively. These minor changes were sufficient
to gain better binding. This indicates that minor changes within the binding
region of the receptor can result in a change from a receptor that cannot be
bound by MACV to one that can.
Previous research has indicated the presence of a SNP (L212V hTfR1)
naturally occurring in the human the population that provides some protection from MACV in vitro [20]. We tested our ability to recapitulate this result
by modeling hTfR1 L212V and comparing to the wildtype hTfR1. Indeed, according to our computational analysis, the L212V mutation does decrease the
binding affinity between hTfR1 and MACV GP1 (Figure 5.4). The predicted
binding affinity of this mutant is similar to that of both rat and mouse, two
inefficient receptors. This one SNP is sufficient to change the mean binding interface score from -8.855 to -6.980. This result recapitulates earlier work that
found that this SNP provides some protection from MACV entry in vitro.
Interestingly, this same TfR1 SNP (L212V) has been shown to result
increased entry by Sabia and Junı́n, two related viruses [49]. Therefore this
suggests that the L212V mutation has a unique structural effect in Machupo
virus as compared to other related New World Arenaviruses. Examination of
our modeled structures illuminated the structural ramifications of this SNP.
MACV GP1, as compared to the other New World Arenavirus GP1s, has an
extra looped region that contacts TfR1 (Figure 5.5). When mutating leucine
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to valine at residue 212 in hTfR1, the interaction between hTfR1 and MACV
GP1 in this loop is modified. This modified interaction appears to result in
decreased binding between hTfR1 and MACV GP1. Therefore this loop serves
a critical role in the binding of hTfR1 and MACV GP1. The N-terminus region
of other pathogenic New World Arenaviruses (JUNV, CHPV, and SABV) is
different. This region is shorter in these viruses and therefore these viruses do
not have this looped motif.

5.4

Discussion
Machupo virus (MACV) is a New World Arenavirus that infects C.

callosus, a rodent found in Bolivia. However, MACV has developed the ability
to host jump into humans. Humans infected with MACV develop Bolivian
Hemorrhagic Fever which can cause serious illness and death. Key mutations
within the region of the host transferrin receptor 1 (hTfR1) can determine
whether MACV can utilize a given receptor for cellular entry. Here we used
homology modeling and protein-protein docking to develop a computational
pipeline to predict efficient receptor use in MACV. Using our method, we
were able separate receptors that can be used for MACV entry from those
that cannot by accurately recapitulating experimental entry assays for MACV
GP1 [49]. Both rat and mouse were shown to be inefficient receptors for
MACV GP1 entry [81] and the results of our computational pipeline support
this. Both rat and mouse TfR1 had more positive protein binding scores than
both human and C. callosus. This indicates that these receptors result in much
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less inefficient entry.
In addition, swapping key residues from the C. callosus TfR1 receptor
interaction interface into the rat receptor resulted in more negative interaction
scores. This suggests that these residues are critical for binding and swapping
these residues into the rat receptor can result in increased binding between
this receptor and MACV GP1. This finding was been supported in vitro [49].
Our method was also able to support a previous assertion that a human SNP,
L212V, provides some protection against MACV GP1 in vitro. Our model
containing this SNP had a much lower mean interface score as compared to
the human hTfR1, indicating decreased binding. The totality of these results
indicates that this homology modeling and docking protocol has the ability to
recapitulate experimental data within the MACV GP1-TfR1 system.
Our method relies on the ability to accurately model the sequence of
a target homologous protein on the template structure. The accuracy of this
procedure of is highly dependent on the level of sequence identity between the
template and the target sequences. In general, traditional approaches only create accurate models for proteins with a high sequence identity [106] with the
template structure sequence. To study protein-protein interactions one needs
highly accurate models that can be used for docking. Highly accurate models
require an identity of over 50 percent [60]. There is high identity (approximately 70%) between the hTfR1 sequence and all the TfR1 target sequences
used in this study. However, the New World Arenavirus GP1s are highly
diverged. The sequence identities between Machupo and Junı́n, Sabia, and
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Chapare GP1 are 47, 27, and 30, respectively [10]. Therefore modeling these
viruses using the MACV GP1 as a template was extremely difficult and, as
such, we could not model mutations on the viral side with this current protocol.
Key regions of particular trouble are unstructured long loop regions. When
modeling these GP1s with MACV GP1 as a template, this region might need
to be modeled using advanced loop-modeling methods to ensure an accurate
model.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) has been used to refine de novo Rosetta
models. Lindert et al. [58] found that cycling MD and Rosetta resulted in
models that had a lower root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) to the native
structure as compared to models that were not cycled. Cycling both homology
modeling and MD within the same protocol might result in the ability to model
structures with low sequence homology. Adding both advanced loop-modeling
techniques and MD to the current protocol might result in improved proteinprotein binding predictions, particularly on the viral side. Understanding the
effects of mutations within the virus and host proteins will help us locate key
residues that allow for viral entry and the ability to computationally predict
the effects of viral protein binding will help us screen for mutants of interest.
Further development of methods will allow us to better understand how MACV
and other New World Arenaviruses enter and infect cells.
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Figure 5.1: Alignment of TfR1 receptors from various species along with the
tested chimeras. The sequence numbering corresponds to the amino-acid position in the hTfR1 sequence. The five naturally occurring receptors included
in this study are: R. norvegicus, M. musculus, C. callosus (the native host of
Machupo virus), H. sapiens, and the H. sapiens L212V variant. The rat–short
chimera is the rat TfR1 with a five residue swap from C. callosus which is indicated in red. The rat–long chimera is the rat TfR1 with a ten residue swap
which includes the five residues from rat–long along with five additional amino
acids (colored in blue). The mouse–human chimera is the mouse TfR1 with
a five amino acid swap from the human TfR1. These amino acids are colored
in green. The human L212V is identical to the hTfR1 except that there is a
valine at position 212. This valine is colored in magenta in the hTfR1 L212V
sequence.
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Figure 5.2: Interaction between human transferrin receptor 1 (hTfR1) and
the Machupo Virus Glycoprotein 1 (MACV GP1). hTR1 is colored blue and
MACV GP1 is colored blue. This is a visualization of the interaction between
the apical domain of human TfR1 and MACV GP1. MACV uses its GP1 to
bind to the TfR1 on the surface of the host’s cell by interacting with the apical
domain of TfR1.
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Figure 5.3: Computational Pipeline Overview. For each MACV GP1-TfR1,
the target TfR1 sequence was aligned to the hTfR1 structure before modeling. After modeling each protein complex in Modeller, the complexes were redocked using RosettaDock. Convergence of the docking protocol was assessed
by plotting a RMS versus Interface Score plot and checking for a funnel. The
mean interface score for the top ten scoring models for each MACV GP1-TfR1
complex was used as the proxy for binding affinity in subsequent analyses.
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Figure 5.4: Mean Interface Scores for modeled MACV GP1-TfR1 Complexes.
Each boxplot represents the distribution of the top ten scoring models for
each TfR1 by interface score. Each boxplot is colored according to known
infectivity information. Green coloring indicates efficient TfR1 receptors for
entry. Yellow indicates receptors that are partially efficient. Red coloring
indicates receptors that cannot be used as efficient receptors for entry. Overall,
inefficient receptors have less negative interface scores indicating that binding
is not as effective in those models. The human L212V model also has a much
less negative average interface score as compared to the human model. This is
consistent with experimental results suggesting that this SNP provides some
protection from MACV in vitro.
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>GTOV

Figure 5.5: Interface between MACV GP1 and hTfR1. (A) Complex between
MACV GP1-hTfR1 L212V. MACV GP1 is colored in magenta and the hTfR1
is colored blue. The L212V mutant is colored in green. (B) Superposition of a
modeled JUNV GP1 onto the MACV GP1. JUNV GP1 is colored in cyan and
MACV GP1 is colored in magenta. The loop region unique to MACV is colored
pink. The JUNV GP1 is rotated relative to the position of the MACV GP1.
(C) Alignment of the GP1 sequences of Machupo, Junı́n, Sabia, Chapare, and
Guanarito. Red asterisks highlight residues that contact hTfR1 in MACV.
Interaction residues between hTfR1 and MACV GP1 were calculated using
FoldX [86].
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6.1

Discussion
There have been several studies that have investigated the effect of bio-

physical properties on evolution at sites in proteins. There have also been
several advances in our ability to model individual proteins and their interactions using protein design, homology modeling, and protein-protein docking.
The development of such methods can be seen as the ultimate test of our understanding of how protein structure affects function. This dissertation work uses
these computational modeling techniques to better understand how natural
proteins evolve. The result is a better understanding of how these approaches
can be used to understand natural proteins and has resulted in several key
insights.
First, I performed a systematic comparison between natural and designed proteins. I found that in designed proteins hydrophobic residues were
often underrepresented in the protein core. I also found that the relationship
between solvent accessibility and site-wise variability was skewed in designed
proteins. In natural proteins, it has been found that there is a significant,
positive relationship between RSA and site variability with residues that are
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more exposed to solvent exhibiting more variability. However, in designed
proteins, residues on the surface were too conserved. Likewise, residues in the
core were more variable than expected. In addition, I found that an intermediate amount of backbone flexibility during design resulted in sequences that
were most similar to those observed in nature. Next I used protein design to
predict evolution at individual sites in a protein. I found that protein design
has limited utility in the prediction of how rapidly or slowly a given site will
evolve within a protein. The amount of exposure to solvent, measured by RSA,
and how densely packed a given residue is, measured by WCN, are much more
successful at describing the variation we see at individual sites within proteins. These two studies highlight our need to develop better scoring functions
and/or better sequence space search algorithms. Any further improvements in
these two areas will improve our ability to design proteins.
In the third chapter, I examined the ability of protein modeling to predict the functional consequence of deletions. Although there have been numerous studies that have determined the ability of structure to predict variation
at sites within proteins, most studies have focused predicting substitutions at
sites. I systematically studied the effect of deletions on functional status in
enhanced GFP (EGFP) and determined whether structure could be used to
predict the functional repercussions of deletions in EGFP. I found that, in
EGFP, the functional status of mutants with deletions follow patterns that
are seen in studies on amino-acid substitutions. Residues that are more exposed to solvent are more tolerant to deletion. This is analogous to previous
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studies that have shown that residues that are on the surface of proteins exhibit more site variability and evolve faster than residues within the core of a
protein [12, 31, 32, 38, 65, 69, 85].
In addition, I found that residues that are densely packed, as measured
by WCN, are less tolerant to deletion. This makes sense in light that it has
been found that residues that are densely packed evolve slower [42,55,111,112].
Although this work was only done on one protein, these results suggest that
solvent exposure and local packing density, two well-studied quantities in terms
of substitutions at sites, also have some effect on the functional consequences
of deletions at sites in proteins. More experimental data on the functional
status of individual deletions in other protein systems will be critical for future
studies of structure and its effects on tolerance to deletions. In addition,
I found that while using computational modeling approaches on their own
to predict deletion tolerance was less effective than WCN, a much simpler
structural quantity, adding the scores from computational modeling to a model
with other structural predictors does increase predictive power. Lastly, this
study further solidifies the role that protein contacts play in constraining the
evolution of amino acids at sites. As in other studies [42, 55, 111], WCN seems
to be the best predictor for predicting evolutionary change. Further study into
mechanistic explanations relating WCN and other structural quantities would
further our understanding of how structure constrains the evolution of natural
proteins.
Lastly, I used computational modeling techniques to predict virus-host
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interactions. I developed a pipeline that was able to recapitulate observed
virus-host entry patterns in the MACV GP1–TfR1 system. The ability to
computationally predict viral entry will provide an inexpensive, high throughput, and efficient way to study viral zoonosis and ultimately assess the risk of
virus outbreaks to humans. However, although I could recapitulate virus-host
patterns for MACV, I did discover some limitations to our approach. I was
unable to create accurate models of the related New World Arenavirus GP1s
due to the lack of sequence identity between the template used for modeling
(MACV GP1) and the other viral GP1 proteins. Further study into the development of techniques that allow for the accurate modeling of targets that have
low identity with the template structure will aid in refining this approach. In
addition, further work on global docking of unbound protein partners will also
help expand our ability to study other viral systems. Computational studies
rely the use of structural data of protein-protein interactions. The ability to
accurately determine native interactions will reduce our need to rely on difficult experimental techniques to obtain protein-protein complexes like X-ray
crystallography.
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